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STELLAR NUCLEAR ENERGY SOURCES

and

NUCLEGSYNTHESIS

'I. Introduction

/

In this minitext:the subject. of nuclear reactions in stars Will be

surveyed with three aims in mind: to show what nuclear processes play

important role in generating the energy radiated by stars during the

principal, stages of their evolution, to see what physical factors govern

the'rates of energy production-by these processes, and finally to demon".

strati, the roles these processes play in building up, heavy elements from

the'main primordial Material of the Uniiirsel, hydrogen and helium.

Two quite different sources of energy.supPly the energy radiated by

a star: gravity and nuclear fusion. As a rule these sources alternate

in importance in successive steps in the evolution of a star fiom birth

to-its final state. Initially gravitational contraction condenses and

heats interstellar gas.and dust to forma star, and-when-this process has

raised interior temperatures'into the range of 12107°K, fusion of'hydrogen

into helium by various processes takes over the joborproviding the star's

energy.- At this point grivitation contraction ceases and gravity no
0

longer plays an active role in energy generation. However, when the hy-

drogen in the central-region of the star has!been converted into helium,

the fuel for.the initial.forms of nuclear energy generation'is exhausted.°

These fusion processes then cease andgravity takes over,'-causing the star

to contract and heat farther until temperatures of the order of 108°K are

reached. At these temperatures helium nuclei can fuse into carbon nuclei
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, with release of energy; and a new. source of nuclear_ energy eriVa jc,he pic

tura.

Eventually the fuel for this process is. exhausted. Grres-i tmi in

once more end heits the star until another exothermic, nuclear reo.v.:s'

becoMes possible, and the process repeats in tY.ls fashion until it.iA in-

terrupted by one of.several possible terminal stops which will be aisCusse

later.

The key factor in production.of energy by nuclear fusion is the fact

that heavier nuclei are bound more tightly than lighter nucleivand when

they form from fusion of lighter nuclei, the difference in binding energie

of.the initial and final nuclei is given oft in:the form of energetic

electrons, positrons, &lima rays, and neutrinos. 'The-common manifestation

of this factor can be found in the familiar chemical periodic table:of the

elements where the mass-of'a heliUM atom is less than the total mesas of

four hydrogen atoms that can fuse to form. one helium. This mass defect's

it is called,: is evidence of the binding energy increase, and the energy

gives off in the fusion process is E Amc2 by the .Einstein relation.

To give an explicit example, consider the fusion reaction .

4111.4. He"

4 x 1.008.4. 4.003 .0029 gm

mass of 4 mass of 1 mass equivalent
moles/ of mole of of the excess
hydrogen helium energy

The excess energy equivalent .0029 gm/mole of He formed is eqUal by the

Einstein relation to 2.61 x 1011 ergs,or 6.5 x 1017 ergs/gm of He formed..

This is quite a lot of energy; in fact it is approximately 105timss the

energy released in a typical chemical reaction, even so energetic i.reac-

tion as the explosive burning of-hydrogen in air. Such an energetic proca
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is necessary, however, to supply. the observed energy production rates of

stars.

The Sun, for example, radiates 4 A 10" ergs/giei from a Maas of

2 x 10's gms.- or about 2.ergs/seaper gram. It can continua at this

rate for some 10 billion years or u3 x 10" sec, yielding a total of

6 x 101' ergs/gm, in good agreement with. the value calculated above for.

energy production from hydrogen fusion.

Gravitational contraction is as efficient energy source, but it oper-

,-ates on a-much.shorter time scale -than nuciear energy production. For

example, gravitational energy.released by contraction of the Sun from. an

initial gas cloud to its presenteise would fuel the Sun at its present rate

of radiation for only:20 million years. But geologiCal evidence on Barth

Shows that the Sun has been radiating at its present rate for at least

3.5 billion years, and present theory of"stellar evolution-predicts that

a star like the Sun will-radiate at nearly' its present rate for approxi-_

mately 10 billion years before undergoing any substantial changes. There-

.fore, nuclear burning stages in the life 'of a star tend to be. relatively

long and stable while gravitational
energy production stages are relatively

_short and often dynamically unstable.

_

The general processesof_fusion_iead to.production of heavier elements
.

from lighter ones. The building up of heavier, elements proceeds roughly

in the sequence H + He C N.. 0 -0 F Ne -0. Mg Si Fe. Many

steps and details have been omitted in this. outliii, and some of these will

be filled in later. There are several featurei.ofthis bare outline of-
..?

nucliosynthegis tha eserve comment at this point. Arai, the sequence
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stops at Fell. This nucleus is the most stable one in nature, and the

kconstruction of any heavier nucleus than FO" reqUires-a net input of

energy rather than giving off energy, so energy proiuction by fusion stops

at Fell. It'is possible to make-heavier elements than iron in stars but

the process becomes more-difficult and mama rather special conditions,

as we shall see.

The second point to notice I'm the building up scheme above is that

there are lots of gaps in, the periodic table of elements made by simple

fusion. For instance, there is no Nal' Or Belor Ulf-etc., in the sequence

above. These elements are actually produced in small amounts in some of.
,

the nuclear reactions that give he main products listed above, and We-

shall show how these minor constituents are created. Toward the heavier

end of the sequence there. are a number of nuclei that. are somewhat neutron-
1

rich in that they have more neutrons than-protons.. These elements cannot,

be created without the.presence of free neutrons, and some of tleteps in

production of intermediate elements just beyond atomic weight =20 do occa-

sionally yield neutrons which can be captured to give,the isotopes missing

from the preceding list.

II. Nuclear Reaction Rates

It is clear that while stars last s -long time by.our.reckoning, they :

are.neverthelese dynamic, evolving objecte. Consequently, the rates at
.. ,,,

which various processes-that-go_on_in_astar are of primary importance in

understanding its, behavior. In particular, we will want to know the rates

of possible nuclear reactions both from a standpoint of the-stars'energy

production and in order to understand howelements-are synthesized by nuclear

reactions in stars.
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The rate of a:particular nuclear reaction is the product of several

tors /that are not difficult to understand.in.broad terms, although some,

of these faCtors May.be quite complex in detail.. In its simplest form, a

nuclear. reaction may be considered as the possible result of a Collision

between twd particles. These particles may be of.varioustypes including

nucleons.(i.e. , protons, helium nuclei (alpha particles) and other nuclei
.

such as deuterium, Hei,' C12, etc.), and lighter particles such as electrons,"

positrone, neutrinos, and.gamma.ray photons.

It is. easy to see that the reaction rate (number of-nuclear reactions.

per second per unit volume) must be propOrtienal to the collision rate,

the number of collisions per second per cm'. This may be calculated in a

straightforwardway. Let the effective "sise",of a particle of one kind,'

say Type.1, be described by radius r1 so it may be considered to:collide-.,

with any other particle it approached closer than 1.1. If.this particle"

moves at velOCity vli in one second it siseepaciiit'a cylinder in-space of

height vi and bate area eq. which -we' designate a1. This "collision

e?'

cylinder" of area a1, length vl, is such that the Type 1 plIkticle'will

- I

Collide with anything within it. The area al is called the collision °toes

section of a Type 1 particle. The cylinder swept out in one second has a

volume a
1
v
1'

(See Figdie 1)

lra

-

p.

Fig. 1. Collision cylinder swept out in one second-by-a-Typo_1 particle.
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If there are N2 particles of Type.2 per :cilia in the gas, a Type 1

particle will collide with a1vi12 Type 2 particles each second* and if

there are N1 particle! of Type 1 per ass the total collision rate will

be alviyi. This example vas;hased on the assumption that every'TYpwl

particle moved at velocity vi and that all Type 2 particles are at rest.

In.reality-both types of particles have a vide tange'of velocities, and

A suitable average of the product(av)must be made over the distribution .

of particle velocities characterized. by the gas temperature T.. This vel-

'crafty distribution is the MaxwellBoltzman distribution which gives the

fraction of particles, n(v), having speeds between v and v dv .

2 2
n(v) dv = 4W (A) v

stz
e-my /2kt dv

(1)
2vict

gpollitions between nuclear Particles take place on so small,a site

scale (1210-11 cm) that quantum' effects are very important, and the simple

>

classiCal picture above must be Modified: The principal change is that

nualear dimeniions such as r
1 must'be expressed in terms of -the correspond-

ink deBroglie Vavelength,. h/mv. This means that the,c011ision'crOse section

a will be'proPOrtional to the square of.the'deBroglie wavelength, i.e., to

end- the product av in the collision rate.must be replaced'by

Thii makes the collision rate N12 proportiogalto *-1 or

R12 = AN1N2-v -1 collisions pet cons per second. (2)

vhsereA is a constant that includes .Planck's constant. and the. masses of the

colliding particles. It would be preMature to average (2) over. thevelocity

distribution (1) at this point because there are, more velocity dependent

'factors yet to be included iwthe overall reaction rate.



We must turn'next:to some basic facts of nuclear physics-to see-how:

, .

close nuclei must approach each other for i 'nuclear reaction to take place.

The central feature of. nuclear forces, for purposes of this discussion,

is that they -are very short range forces and.quite strong. -We are accus-

tomed to forces like graVity and electrostatic forces whose potentials

fall off slowly with distance in r71 fashion and to dipole forces that

fall off as es or even vender Weals forces between molecules that go as

r-7. The forces

these, and it is

as being deriVed

between nuclei fall off much more rapidly than any of

a fairly good approximation to think .of the nuclear forme

- 4from a "square-well potential like that-shown'in rigUre 2.

En

us 0

5
C

-U.

Fig..2. Nuclear "square -well" potential

The range, ro,:of this nuclear force is of the order of 10-13nm, the size .

of a nucleon, and the force is attractive, moaning that oncetwo nuclei

touch they coalesce much as do two small droplets of liquidthat.combine_

under the influence of surface tension forces once their surfaces Come

1into contact. This apalogy with a liquid is widely used in nuclear physicist.

and.it is a useful waytothink about collisions leading to nuclear reactions.
N.

Most of the nuclear processesof interest in stellar energy production

involve
. interaction's between charged nuclei such as4rotons, alpha particles
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(doubly charged He nuclei), and so'forth. These particles', being post-

tive1y.charged, repel each other strongly at close range, and since they

must approach to distances m 10'41 cm to react, they..must,have high-Jai-
°

a
c .tial velocities (i.e., high temperatures) to overcome the strong electro

static Coulomb repulsion. The Coulomb repulsion of two protons seParatdd.

by 2 x 10-1$ cm is = .6 Hey (1 Mery 1.6 x 10" ergs). This corresponds.

to two protons colliding head-on each with initial velocity m x 10'

'cm/sec which is .04 times the speed of light. In terms of the average.

energy, ikT, of a particle in a gas.at-temperature T (k is the Boltzmann.

constant 1.38 x 10_1' ergs/degree), the Coulomb repulsion corresponds with

the average energy of hydrogen gas at 5.5 x le degrees H. Such tempera-

'tures are far above those found in the interiors of norms]. stars whose

central temperatures range mostly around 10 -30 million °K. It is true

that a few very high speed particles are present in .m gas at a given temper

attire, even Particles whose kinetic energy are as,much as 400 times the
k

average.particlia energy as required for the proton-proton collision in

the example. But the fraction pf such energetic particles is very small''

indeed (cg-e-4" u 10-Iv0),
much-toO small to allow nuclear reactions to

proceed at a rate sufficient to account for the energy output of a typical°

.Aster., There must be some way by which-the Coulomb barrier -to be foiled,

and the method was first discovered by Gamow in connection with a related

probleni natural radioactive decay. of heavy:elements bk alpha-particle

emission. Ganov 'showed that chniged particles which'do not have enough

energy to go over the barrier may.instead
go through'it by the process of

quantum mechanical tunnelling as shown schematiCallY:in Figure 3.(next page
.
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Fig.3. Schemattmepresentation of tunneling of a charged
particle through a Coulomb barrier..

Quantum mechanics describes the position of the incident particle

in the form'of deBroglie waves of vavelength oc (E )-1 which becomes

imaginary the barrier wher E - U(P) is negative. Elementary theor7
k

of wave propagation shows that such a wave will propagate with exponen-

tially decreasing amplitude into a region where its wavelength is imaginary.

This is true of electromagnetic waves (e.g., penetration into metals to the

"skin depth") and acoustical naves (penetration into dissipative medium),
.

to cite. two familiar, examples, and it is also true of matter waves IdeBrogl

waias). Therefore, the matter wavescssociated-With an incident Charged.
/.

particle penetrate into the barrier between.ro. and.rc'wherethe wavelength

kis imaginary, but the amplitude. decreale/s exponentially with distance into
. .

the barrier rather than going to zero abruptly at E = U(I) where eland=
. 1

calli the incident partiCle would stop. This meansthat-there is a small

bUt finite probability for the incident parti* to tunnel througli the

barrier and be found inside ro. This probability for tunnelling can be

9



calculated Tieuitum mechanically and the result,is that the barrier trans7

mission (fraction of incident particles that get through) is

T E-4 exp (-4x2ye2 /hv)

CI

Once the incident particle has penetrated the barrier, there is no

0

I

(3)

certainty that a nuclear reaction will take place; the particles might
%.

separAte again almost at once, or some other nuclear reaction than the bne

of interest might take place. A factor, r, is therefore included in the

reaction rate expression. It is called the "nuclear factor" and is the

probability that the desired reaction will occur once the-Coulomb barrier

has been penetrated. This factor is very difficult to calculate with aNy

accuracy at the present state of knowledge about low.energy,nuclear reac-

tions, and it is usually determined experimentally.

Put9ng all the factors together, the overall reaction rate can be
a'

expressed in the form

co

m (C N1N2

1
Collision Maxwell-Boltzmann -,Oemcw factor Nuclear
factor velocity'distri- (barrier factor

bution ; transmission)

(v2T -1/2

2

x Ce
41,2z1z2%

(h)
hv. /

It is evident that integration,of'the above expression gives asome -'

what complicated result. For particle energies where r does not vary rapidly

With energy (i.e., where there are no "resonances"or energy regions of

enhanced nuclear reaction probability) the rate of energy production, C,

which is proportional to (4) takes the.form

E 261301X T-2/3 e-b/T1 /3

10
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where B and b are constants, p is the gas density, X1 -and X2 are the frac-

tions by weight of the interacting nuclear species (Types 1 and 2 in the

earlier discussion), and T is the absolute temperature. Even this expres-

sion is inconvenient for many uses and can be.expressed in still simpler

,form over a limited temperature range,

c AoXiXie (6)-

where n is a poisitive number that varies somewhat with energy but which

%can be taken as constant over a reasonable temperature range. The exponent

n is large ranging from about 4 for the pp cycle described below at temper-

atures around 2 x 107°K to about 20 for -the CNO cycle at temperatures arouiaa

1.5 x 107°K.

III. Nuclear- Energy' Production in Stars

The simpleit and most efficient energy producing nuclear reactions in

the building up of He nuclei from 0 nuclei (protons) by two princi-

ple modes. One of these, the p-p chain, involves only light nuclei up to

_He" in its principal foria while the other involves carbon; nitrogen, and

oXygen-nucletand.ii com9only referred to as the CN Chainor0NO bi -cycle

since it consists of two interrelated reaction cycles.

The p-p chain in its principal form (p -p I) consists of three steps

that take place-in series as shown below:.''

(1) H1 +H1 D2' + a+-+

. :

v,

(2). .H' + D2 4. He34+-i p-p I chain

(3) He' + He' -4. He" + 2H'

(7)

In these reactions D2 is a deuterium nucleus, e+ lis:a positron, y is a gamma

ray, and v is a neutrino. Other possible reactions such.as H1 + He',

11



;le + De, D + He' proceed. at negligible rates and have been omitted.
evident that the overall effect of this reaction chain is to fuse four
protons into:'an alpha particles

.
4 HI He" + 20+ + 2v ey

(8)
The 2 positrons soon find

electronse.annibilate, and Yield 2 more y'$ each,
for a total 6 gamma rays plus 2 neutrinos emitted for each alpha particle
(He") formed. siC

There are two additional related groups of-reactions thattemporarily
formnuclei of somewhat

higher mass. (Li!, Bel, Be', and Be) by the follow
ing chains:

r

He'. + He" Be7 + y

2 He"

Lit + HI -

4.

0. Be

+e + +

p-p II chain
(9)

The latter reaction, Be' -0 2 He", takes place spontaneously because Be is
an unstable nucleus with a half-life of only 2.6 x 10-lesec. Instead-of.
capturing a free electron, the Bel in the first. step of

(9)'canoolfidejwitlf
a proton to form boron:'

Bel ± HI B° + y

B° + v..

Be° 2 He"-
...

p-p III

o
The sloweit step in the,P-p-chain iktheinitial one, 2*H1 D 4e+. V,
"and this rate limiting step controls the whOle chain.

It-is pOesible to set uiegroup of linear differential equations for

the,time-variation of the abundanCes of each speciei in the.p-p chains above.

'12



-These'equations resemble those of radioactive-decay eqUations and their

---aolutions are_inr_theforn_ot a._ series of exponential buildup and decay..
-.---.

terms for the individual` species.. These solutions ofthe:abundance equa.,

. 'tions are useful in dealing with rapid phases of stellar evolution that

take place on time scale's too. short to allow equilibrium to be established

among nuclear species. Or theequations can be used to predict equilibriuM

Abundances among the various nuclear species during slow stages of
3. .0

.tion." These equilibriumelundances.are inversely proiOrtional to reaction

rates involving the species. 'Nuclei that have slow-reaCtion rates:Will be

abundant While those that react rapidly will have correspondingly low_conli.

centrations, and these relative abundances. are important. in establishing:

the buildup of heavier elements by the various modes' of nucleasynthesis:

A star containing only H.Ond He (e.g., extreme Population II. stars)'.

must operate on the p-pchains, but there is another option almilable,for-

stars with an admixture of heavier elements, specifically C and N. In

case C117'and-1414-serve as catalysts in a double cycle of reactions

by which 4: Hi He" as before. The basic. CNO-cycle_is as folloWs:

N.

't-4.C + HI 4-'1113 + y
1

N
5
+ C!' + et + v

.. ..
I

.'..C13, if H1 4. N" + y I

i:
4.04 10.....i. ,,,,i s .0, %,

1Y

015 4: N'54'et + v ',:
t

NIS 4.H1 H64 4..

\214or 0 + y

616 HI F1'7

F" 0

07 +

+et +v

Heti.+ N1"

or.!16
Fle+

13

ti



The rate limiting reaCtion is NI4.. (p, 013 ao.NI4 eventually bacomes:' .

the-most abundant species in the bi- cyole. The initial C12 and C13 nuclei

become converted in time mostly into NI4.

Basi e primary fusion reactions contained in the p-p chain and
.

CNO bi-cycle. there ar "other reactions that fuse other nuclei than Hl to.

. .

.prodUce significant' contributioni to stellar energy generation-under

tofu conditions. The first"of these to be. considered is .the fusion of

three alpha particles (He" nuclei) to form a C12 nucleui. The.straight-

forward reaction

3Heto c12
1. (12)

is a very unlikely reaction because it would involve a 3-body collision,

loorover one in which two Coulomb barrier tunnellings must occUr simul-

taneously. The probability for such an event even under conditions at

the center of s star is so small as to rule out this reaction as a viable

, energy source.
.

There is however, a way for the triple. alpha (3a) reaction to go Ijn

two steps. The first makes-a Be l nucleus via the inverse of the decay

reaction for this nucleus; namely

He" He" Be2. 13)

.

As mentioned earlier, thel8e lasts only a very short time since
P

itsJdecaY

lifetime is_2.6*x 10-16 sec. In a, hot, -dense He" gas deep in a stellar
1

interior thitshort lifetime is sufficient to give a reasonable,chance

that:theBe6 will be struck by another He" before it decays, yielding

"C12 by the reaction

Bee Be C12 +: 2y

114



Even this step vould.not produce. appreciable'carbon were it not for the

fact that there is en excited state of the C12.whose energy level is near

the combined mass-energy of Bee + He". Even eo,. the.excited 02'state

dec s back into Bel + He most of the-tins and into a stable C12-state

Only. occasionally. The large Coulomb barrier for both (a,oc ) and (Be,d)

collisions leads to a very strong temperature dependence of the overall

reaction rate for the triple alpha procesie The energy production rate

for thiSprocess.Can be represented approximately by a 10- dependence where

n varies With tempeitture but ranges between 30 and 40 for temperatures

betWeen102 and 1020K where this process is an important energy generator.

Froth the standpoint of nucleOsynthesia the 3a reaction is very impor

tent-for it-is the.bridge fromvery light element,synthesis to the pro-

duction of heavier elements. It is. a hard'bridge to cross, but one that

substantial amounts of C12 in late.evolutionarystages of

uassivestars. C12 the fifth most abundant nucleus in the solar system

and presumeably also in the.Universe, testimony to the operation of the 3m

process despite the.trather unlikely prospects for its success)

''The third most abundant element is 01.2, termedin part by the CNO

cycle and in part by the direct capture of an alpha-particle by C

the reaction

y

In a similar way we can account for Net' synthesis,

016 + He" -t.Ne22 + y.

(15)

(16).

,
Under conditions favorable to this reaction, however, the.Ne".rapidly picks

up an alpha particle to form me" leaving a lot/ abundance of He22-... This low

abundance of Ne20 predicted on the basiapf 'alpha capture does not agree

15
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with the observed natural abUndanca of Ne2°,yhich puts it foutth.in order

behind 0 and ahead of C. In Population I stars,Mg 2A -is eighth in order of

abundance, well below Ne20 in contrast with predictions from alpha pro-.

ceases. The order of observed abundances in Pop. I stars is

H, He, 0, Ne, C, N, Si, Mg, S, Ar, Fe, Na, Cl, Al, Ca, F, Ni (11)

Clearly the observed Ne abundance must be accounted foriv processes

other than (16). above..

The He burning does not involve temperatures high enough to build ele-

Ments much teyond Mg. ,Tbm''Coulomb barrier for alpha capture. becomes too
.

great and the alpha. capture rate decreases rapidly do'relatively.little.

synthesis -of Aeaiier'elmients can -take place before. all the He.is exhausted..

in the core of.t star...The star's central'
temperature will continue to rise

as a result of'gravitatioal contraction of its:inert C12corefotmed

He and if the star is massive enough, the .core temperature may reach..

m 6 x 10°0K.whereupon-C12- begins to combine.wiWitself:in a carbon-burning.,

phase

c12 + c'2 + mg" + y

2Na- 3 +

'Nei* + Hew,

(18)
Mg n

-0016
2 He"

One ofthe.reactions above yields free neutrons, and there is another

important source of these particles through the'reaction chain

C'''+ Hi. + '0" 4 e+ + v.

Cll.+ He" 4 016
+ 4..



T$ proton that is captured by C" to form N" in the first step comes

from the second line of equation (184

. The free neutrons liberated in these reactions are available foretop-

ture by virtuallreverything present in the gad, and this capture is reli-
,

-tively easy because there is no Coulomb barrier between a neutronTwhich:is

a neutral particle and an ion. The'neutrons are therefore available.to-

\synthesize a varietrot heavier elements.

The alpha' particles liberated in two of the-a-burning' steps ten)*
.

captured by CI 2 01.o,
and Mg2",. and the temperature is now high enough

to make these captures gp at
,ensible rate even With -Me" to form Bee.

Once all the carbon has been-Consumed, the central temperature of-the

star will rise againedue to gravitational contraction, and.if the star,is"

massive enough for thid-temperature to reach = 109°K, oxygen burning will

begiijrJ

.4 p31 H1.,

S11

size. 4 He" .

mg2, + He"

O

,

(20)'

This reaction series is verrmuchlike that for C-burning, and agdin there .

is one direct neutron producing reaction.

At temperatures. between 6 x lOs'and 10"K where carbon and oxygen
.

burning take.place, the thermal photons have enough energy to cause disin-
, -

'tegration of many of the nuclei that haVe been.built up by-the reactions

described above. This photodisintegration is analogous to thermal ionization

of gases such as H which takes place at 1040K. Because nuclei are bound

)



together much more tightly (by a factor of m 10 ),than electrons are bound

to atoms., it follows that nuclear photodisintegration should take place at
.

.

much higher temperatures, of the order of 109°K. for example, Ne" whose

abundalle we have noted already poses a problem is further broken down by

photodisintegration at temperatures above 109°K:

y + Ne20 0" + He" (21)

This is just the inverse of the alpha capture by 016 and in general photo

disintegrations are the inverse of earlier building-up reactions that yield

a gamma ray, i.e., the reactions A + a (A + 4) + y goes both ways at high

enough temperatures.

At still higher. temperatures, "beyond about 1.3 x 10 ,(31C where oxygen

burning is complete, the nuclear reactions are mostly of a rearrangement

type in which the existing nuclei are, pbotodisintegrated, and the products

of this disintegration are quickly ciptured,by another nucleus.. In such
t

reactions there is a trend toward equilibrium in,whiCh.mainly the,most

stable. nuclei survive. There 'is a broad maximum in the nuclear stability

curve, the Curve' of binding energy, in the vicinity of Fe56',.so equilibrium,

favors the formation. of nuclei in the vicinity, of the iron peak.

The rearrangement reactions'begin to,be important,.i.e., to occur

rapidly, at about 3)x;109 °K, and at.these.temperatur SO', is the. pre=

dominant nucleus .remaining since,At 'is more tightl .bound than the other"-

products of oxygen burning which have largely been photOdisintegrated by'

this time. Accordingly, the rearrangement reactions leading to iron peak.
o

'nuclei are often considered to begin with'a predOminantly Si" gas. A

great' variety. of reactions proceeds simultaneously with the-result that the

details bedome very difficult to follow. However,,the overall trend toward

.18
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the iron peak elements is clear. These: reactions tending. toward equili-

\ brium concentrations of the elements are referred, to as -e-.processes in

parlance'of nucledsynthesia.:

In order 'for equilibrium to be approached, it is. necessary for.tho

various rearrangement reactions-to proceed faster than the.elements.so
,

formed are able to undergo. beta decay, and this is why the e- rocess re-

-quires temperiiures above 3 x 10' degrees. At slightly 1 ver temperatures"'
.

the 's -decay processei are as rapid as the photoditintegrations Oad4dad

.to-other than in equilibrium mixture of nuclei. ThiB non - equilibrium mix7

. tUre ii.very difficult to...calculate in contrast with the-equilibriumabun-

;danCea.which:are easily calculated by methods' of%statisticai,mechanide from

relative binding energies of the nuclei. .These:binding'energies are ac

curately known from laboratory measurements.
.

the calcUlation'of equilibrium abundances follows, the same.procedure

as calculation of parent-daughter ratios in the secular equilibrium of ,a

natural ralioactive decay chain. The method can be illustrated by .a simple,

three element chain:

(1)

(2)

(.3) c

A2

. Each line in this 4gure represents one element designated by number 1,

,2, 3. The differential;equation for the decay of element (1) is simply.
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where Al is its decay rate. For element (2) the equation is a little more

complicated.since N2(t) is increasing as a result of decays of N1 which

convert (1) into (2), but N2 is also being depleted by decay into (3): Thus

4N2
dt 2N2

Finally, N3 is halt up entirely by decay of. (2), so

dN3

dt. s 12N2

Thede three,coupled differential equations can be solved by rather simple

methods ,but in a much more complex scheme such as occurs in a star in which

there are very many elements and several interconnected buildup and deiii4r

chains the equations become formIdably complex.- In the equilibrium case in

which all time variationd dNi have become zero', the equations reduce to'a.

set of of simultaneous algebraic equations rather than differential equations..

In the above example, these reduce simply to XiN1 - X2N2_= 0 or N2/111. Ai /A2.

Thus the equilibrium ratio of N2 to N1 is given simply by'the 'ratio Xiii
' 2

of decay constants. Even with complex stellar buildup schemes.the equilibrium

ratios-can.be obtained as ratios of reaction rates without solving the dif-
a,

ferential equations.

r

The production of neutrons becomes copious in the temperature range

above 109 °K bylorodesses already mentioxea, and these are available to

build the neutron-rich isotopes Of eleMents lighter than the'iron peak:
t

They can also build elements heavier than the. iron group clear up to Bi2°9

The next heavier element;-P
o
210,

is unstable and decays by a-decay as

rapidly as it forms in the relatively slOW neutron:additAon. processes that

20



go on in evolutionary stages of niiial,stars.- TheSe'neUtroncaPture pro-

ceases that take place in'late-red.giant stars have been termed Iv-processes

("slow" neutron processes). -Detailed calculations basedupon neutron cap-
,

ture cross sections measured in the laboratory ,(e.g. Oak Ridge)'with_25 key,

neutrons have.,, been. rather successfUl in predicting obierved.relative elm-
. . .

dances of eleMents heavier thanlre36,up to T1203 and even beyond to BO"

with somewhat less accuracy.

,At still higher temperatures (> 5 x 103 °K) neutron fluxes are greatly

increased, and neutron capture rates greatly exceed 0-decay and a-decay

rates permitting the buildup of unstable elements heivier than Bi2" all-

the Way to Cf231 and perhaps: eyond, though such high atomic weight elements,
, .

.

are very unstable and decay quickly. Not o y is high temperature but also

'high density required to build elements a ve atomic weight 209. The key
.

to production of these elements is rapidity of formitiOn to overcome the

Competitionof rapid decay rates, and we-have'seen that the reaction rates,
A "

are propo*tional to density-so high densities are required. Inpractice,

densities above l01 gMs/cm3'.'are general needed for the rapid neutron

capture processes to be sUcCessful. These are generally calls r7processes,
A .t. r

and the.teMperatures and densities that mak thempossible as eleMent builders.

are thought to occur only ii.Ahe explosion of, a supernova. Details of these

catacysmiC eventa:will be treated in;;;;;;;=binitext of this series en-.
..-

titled""EXpIosiVe Astrophysics".-Itwill be 'sufficient here to .say that'

within the order. of 15Minutee, during which'a typical supernova. is believed

to collapse and explode, the conditions are right for the r- processes to

take place, and in this short period the synthesis of all elements beyond
.

Bi209 occurs. In addition,significant amounts of many elements between Ge
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and Bi are also produced by r -processes. For example, from 50 to 80% of

the solar system gold abundanhe is believed to hive been produced'by r-
,

processes.''This means that most of the gold. in ,one's

6

dental fillings, or in the rings on one's finger was created in the interior

of ov.supernOva. Such explosions.elsosolve the problemof how; once a

heavy element is created deep Within a star, it manages to Psdape into.the

interstellar regions of spice. There it may later.be reassembledby gravity
.

intooanother star to give spectroscopic evidence of its presence, this time

in the outer layers of the star, or in the case of the Sun, in its surround-
,

ing.planets that were formed from-the same reprocessed interstellar matter.
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STELLAR EVOLUTION

I. Introduction

A star loses energy, so it mnst.changawith time. The equilibriui

structureof a star isuniqueli determined by its mass and composition:(i)

As fit radiates away energy, it must lose mass (E = mc2); and this effect

alone might be expected to cause a change in the star.- In very luminous

stars mass loss both by,radiation end by stellar 'wind can have so6e notice-
..

able effects, but in stars like the sun the miss change is very:imall. -J

The sun, for example, loses fiss th'ah'1074 of its mass in a billion yeari-.

through radiation, hardlyenough to produce an appreciable change in strucT'.

ture.
:

In the energy'produCing core of a stara more subtle but. more infln -.

entiiI mass lois occurs.. There hydrogenii'being.,cOnVerted into heavier

elements,'He C, N; 0, and this causes .the. Molecular weight of the core to
r

'increase. this ificreasis substantial. Suppose a Star begins at "zero

age" on the main sequence with a typical composition for solar type stars:

X =

( )

,

.72, Y = .26 Z = :02 giving.p = 0.608.(2) After s fficient time has

This statement is knoin sas the Vogt-Russelltheorem aria' holds for nearly
all types of stars. -

(2) The notation here is conventional in astrophysics. X and.Y,are respec-
tively the fractionil-compositions by weight of hydrogen and helium.
Z is the weight fraction of all elements heavier than helium. Since
these are fractionarcompositions, X + Y + Z = 1,

The "molecular weight" of the.gas, u, is the mean weight per particle.
Since the gas in the interior of a staris fully ionized, the electrons
freed by ionization must be counted among the particles in determining
p. The light weight electrons dilute the "gas" inside the stir, and its
effective molecular weight is considerably smalleZ than the usualvalues
we are accustomed to in chemistry. Ionized hydrogen, for example, has
p = 0.5 instead oits un-ionized value Of1 familiar in chemistry. De-
-tails of the derivation of the formula for p of.anioniied gas can be

---found in the minitext on.Stellar Structure or in any standard text such
Schyarzschild, "Structure and, volution of the Stars",, Dover (1966).-

The result is
11

1

2x 4. 3Y Z
2-
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passed (=101° years for a star .like the sun) most of the hydrogen in the

core has been changed into helium, and the core composition might typically

,b X is .02, Y as .95, Z p = 1.303, More than double its initial

value. Such a change in 0 must cause a large change in structure, and ob-
,

viously the evolved structure is quite different from the initially homo-

geneous one. The "old" star has an almost pure He core vtereas it began

as mostly H.

will be, seen.

OtherconsequencesOf thl hydrogen burning follow too, b$

We shall trace the evolution of stars of several different masses and

two widely different' compositions from the initial stages of 'formation from

interstellar gas and dust, through the main stage of'life.snent.on the Main

Sequence and on to the various fates that can eventually befall stars ai.they: .

grow old and exhaust their central,suppliegi of nuclear'tuel, ultimately: col

'lapsingkigider the grip of-gravity:

A star travels thrOUgh life by a succession of alternating energypro-

ciuction mechanisms. First, gravity .causes contraction of a gassy,, dusty

interstellar cloud, raising its central density and temperature4n'the.procesi
,

_

-until both are high enough to begin hydrogen. fusion into heliUM. Then 'nuclear

energy production. takes over the job of supplying the energy the.star radiatei

'away. Since this energy source is both efficient And well supplied vith.fuel,
-

it operated:for a'relatively long time, but not-forever. The.time eventually

,cones when hydrogen in the core is used'up, and the star turtle-again to.gravity

...to supply its energy requirements. The core contracts,.and in so doing ,

-,heats up sufficiently to ignite-fusion in a shell of H around it.' This shell-

burning.source then'takes over energy produCtion, and the star once again re-

.

lies upon nuclear energy: GraVity continues to squeeze the constantly growing

2
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helium core and eventually, if.the,atar is massive shough,Lthis core.begins,

to "burn ", He to form C'2 by the triple alpha process:

He4 4, C12

In this wsy a new source of nuclear energy is added.. Eventually the He in

theLvore is all converted' into carbon, and this nu4ear energy source ceases.

vitronce more takes over, squeezing and heating the core furtheruntil,

if the *stir is massive enough,'even theicarboimaYbegin'to 1Uae into several

products such as Ne2° + He'', He° + H, and occasionally Mg" + n, an impo

.tent source of neutrons for bhilding heavier.' elements. A helium. burning

shell will aleo°form beforethe core'begins burning. carbon.

If the star is not heavy enough to pioceeitto the next Possible core

;burning stage,sitmill still have one or.more shell bUrding so6roes,of energy,

and gravity will continue to operate on the core until it becomes degeneiate,

whereupon contraction virtually ceases. Degeneracy is a'Conseqiience ails)

Pauli Exclusion. Principle which gOvernsthe occupation of available energy,-

'stated in a dense collection Of-interacting spin 1/2 particles Such is electrons.

Ordinary metals. exhibit tha:teatures of a degenerate "election gas" that.ar4
. .

of'importance in degenerate stellar interiors, namely high thermal conAudtiy.

and low Compressibility.,.,Theaeoletallic characteristics of a degenerate core

will be of impOrtance later in understanding certain phases of stellar evolu-
.

Lion..

Our knowledge 'of stellar evolutionresta upon two foundations. First,

there are observation's of, stars from which such-prOpertiet as mass surface

temperature, surface composition, radius, and rate of radiation of energy

7 -

can be determined.. A .great deal:of effort and-ingenuity.by observational

astronomers: has gone into the gathering andinterpretation-of.the dati Oh"

which au. knowledge about the. mass,: luminosity, teaperatua, radius .And"comp.

position (N,.L, T; R, 1.1) of the stars depends. Much of-this. observational

3
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information is summarized graphically in the two chief diagrams of astronomy

t the Hertzsprung-Russell (H-R) diagram and the Maas-Luminosity (M-L) diagram,

which show What values of M, L, T, u are exhibited by real stars.

The second foundation of stellar evolution rests upon the branch of

astrophysict,that deals with stellar structure. It is the task of. this icienee°

to reproduce.b4calculation from first principles eteliar modela that corr..-

pond in observable properties (M; L, T, R, U) vithreai stars. Sinbe real

stars fall'into well defined and often...quite .narrow regions of 'the .H-kand

M-L diagrams., it is.evident that nature has placed tightfrestrictiont UPon

the range of Possible structures of a.star. To put it another way, we.might

say.that the laws of physics select'only thoie:stellar'structures that con-

,

form to observed stars, and it is the task or the science .of stellar structure.
i7

to learn how properly to apply the laws of physics,to yield realistic models

of stars.

Among the great numbers of observable stars are to be found a wide gamut

of the properties M, L, T, R, p plus one additional variable: T,or *ge".

That is, we are surely observing stars with a great range of ages from very

. ::.
. .

young,!newly formed stars, perhaps .less than 105 yeari`old,,to..thoie more than
,.

o.10 1. .years. old, comparable:to the age Ofothejlniverie. All.of theSe stars lie

;

:in .well defined region6 of the 11-41 diagram, and it is one, ofthe tasks of the

study of stellarTevalution'to discover how the obserWable properties of a star.

change with time and how a star moves in the H-R diagram as.it_agee.

There is clearly a very clOse:conneetion-betyeen the study of stellar.

structure, and the study. of stellar evolution. The procedure to.be followed.
, .

in discovering how stars evolve it straightforward. One starts with amodel

of 'a real star lying somewhere on the H-R diagram, usually on the main .sequence

as a:beginning. ,Th internal:structure of this star: together with a knowledge

4'



- of its luminosity-or tate of energy loss permits calculation. of the rate at-

Which the composition changes inside the star *bete nuclear transmutationa .

convert one kind.of nucleus into another (e.g., H He) and the rate at which

gravity squeezes the interior during evolutionary phases inyhich travita-,

tional energy.prodUction is significant.. A new model may then be calculated

based upon the,altered.composition, p, of the alightly.evolved star., This,

.

process;.As repeated many times to Obtain a'whole series,of modelslevolving

with time. The observable parameters, L and T, for,this series will be re-

presented by a track. on the H-R diagram. These tracks are the principle

means by which the results Ofevolutionary itudieS areApresented, and they

ford the pOint of contact betWeen theory and observation: the tacks must

lead-throUgh regions in which-real stars are found whose characteristics

agree with those of:the theoreicai models. The-timewariations,,of;internal

structures of a series of evolved models give further4etailed information

about the changes that take place within a star as.it5 ages, and a full appre

ciation of stellar evolution can only be'gained by a study of such models.

We will therefore supplement discussion of evolutionary tracks on the H-R
-

diagram by description o'f the corresponding internal changes that take place
N. -

in aging stars. The descriptions of evolution will necessarily be ,qualitative,

but this should not obscure the fact that they are based upon carefully conL

structed, quantitative models in which such properties as density, temperature,,

etc., have been worked out as functions of radius.

11'. Earliest btaqes: Star Formation. ,

The.beginnings and endings of:the stars remain the least understood

phases of.steller evolution; Middle. life is the 'best known phase. ,Therefore,

in discussing-the initial stages in.the formation of a-star we are dealing

with am area that.reMains sketchy and rathek syiculative. Most treatments of

1
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stellar evolution are content to begin with the obvious fact that stars

do form and-to start dealing with them in the stages just preceding arrival

at the Main sequence period where they remain for most of their life burning

hydrogen into helium.
I

I .%

i

We shall look 'back further than this, however; in an attempt to outline

some of the main features' in the birth of a star from the gravitational con-

/

traction of a large cloud of interstellar gas and dust.

Astronomers have co' evidente that siar formation wai.not Co. me-

time phase in the evolution of the Universe but is a more or less continuous

process which is going bn.even today. They also observe that the nev, young

stars form only in regiona of the Galaxy'that have high concentrations of .

gas and dust. The gas, chiefly, hydrogen, can be detected by radib'estronamy

by means of a spectral line at a frequency of"1420 MHz which lies in. the

mi+rowave region at .a The dust

consists ofmicroscoOt solid particles generally thought to be in the size

,
range of a few thousand Xngstroms and-to consist mainly of graphite and sili-

I. '

I

cstes, perhape with thin coatingd of ice.

. .

Interstellar gas makes up 98-99% oethe matter from which stas Condense
. - .

I . :!7.

\
and,its concentration is roughly 1 atom per cm3. Thus the matter needed to

I.
.

forma star of aboutione solar mass (Pr2 x1033 gm) must. come' from an inter- '

- .

- \

-stellar cloud whoge 0.nitial,radius'is of:order 1019 cm (10 light. years). The.
) .- ,' .

temperature of this Igss has been estimated to be =100°K (from its infrared

emission, amon&other things), and- its 'stability may be tested by inquiring

.

whether. its gravitational attraction is strong enough to. prevent ittmter

atomi:from evaporating away. The gravitational potential energy of ark atom,

of mass m at the_ edge of a cloud of mass M and radius -R is -.L. where is the
R

t.



gravitational constant_(6.67 x 10-3 in cgs. units). If thid_ts equal to

the thermal energy of the peripheral atom,ikT (where k is the Boltzmann

constant), then the cloud will just be stable. It will collapse if

>kT

.which is the condition that the pull of gravity be stronger than the dissi,

pating tendency' of thermal motions.'0 It is more convenient to put this in-

' equality into a form-involving. the cloud density, p, eliminating R by the

expression 1-1T . R3p' a M... This. gives;

2

p (11-1j (r-)
mG

x 10-22T3 -3

or p > 4 x 10-22T3 ND gms /cm3 for contraction

(1)

(la)

It follows, from this relatioh that a cloud of 1 solar mass (M 141)

at 100° k Will be stable against thermal dissipation if its initial density

is greater than about 4 x 10-16 gm am-3. How does this compare with the
-

density of the inierstellar cloud containing approximately one atom per =It

Iithe.atomis hydrogen, the cloud-densitiwill be.(6.03 x1023)71 or

1.67 x 10-2 gm cm74, about a factor 106. too low to condense. Such a cloud

will dissipate unless compressed by some external force, and the compression,

if it occurs,must raise the densityby a factor =2 x 106 thout increasing

its temperature. If T increases during compression, Eqh (1) tells Uethit

the compression fattor must be even greater than 2 x 106 hutthis,is'likely

to .produce an even greater rise in temperature and is likelyto be a losing

Anhoposition. It might, be.argued that if the compression:Were slow enough',

the gee cloud mightbeeble to radiate away most of its-excessthermal energy:

7



and remain near 100° k., This process, however, would require a long time,

of the order.of 10 million years according todalculationd .and it is diffi-

cult to imagine en effeCtive compressive mechanism (rememberthe'compreseion

factor must be. Z,106) that operates so slowly.

We are 'forced to the conclusion that a star such, as the Sun probably did
,

not.condense neatly and efficiently from a cloud of about one4olar mass. In-

atead, it most likely condensed from a much:larger cloud together with a

shover of other stars, probably with quite lair effiCiency leaving behind most

of its parent gas cloud uncondensed into stars. Observations ()Lithe sizes of

interstellarclouds that are fairly well defined in our part of the Galaxy

indicate a range of several tens to perhaps; a hundred light years in size.
CA

(t 10" cm) with hydrogen 'particle densities already up by a factor 10 over

the average interstellar value of.1 per.cms Such clouds may contain several

hUndred solar masses and.ire often observed to beaseocitted with groups of

young stars in accordance with the suggestion that stars rarely if ever form

singly,:

A 100 $0 cloud at 100°X: needs a density greater than 14 x 10-20.gm:mr2

to be stable against thermal dissipatiOn, according to Eqn. (1),and a cloud.

of 102 N: would need v> 4 x 10-22. .Compared with p = 1.6 x 10-22 gm.cm-2

fora partiCle.densitrof 10,atoms/cM2, even cloudd this large are unsiable,

but not hy so'larie a factor as'hefore.' More modest compression. by external

forces (radiation pressure from nearby stars, collisions with other gas clouds,

magnetic fields) now 'becomes conceivable,as a means of raising the density to

the critical point that will initiate gravitational contraction and subsequent

star formation. .

.Once gravitational 'contraction begins, all is not simple because the

.temperature tends to rise.,!'and this rapidly increases the tendency-of .the

cloud to=diasipate again (note the T3. factor. in Eqn. (1)). As long as the



cloud remains transparent to its own thermal radiation, there is 4 chance for

It to radiate away 'energy fast enough to keep itself cool enough tO prevent'

the contraction from stopping short of star formation. The presence of dust

'-grains it especially valuable in converting gas atom'thermal energrinto

thermal radiation: the gag atoms-collidnyith the grains,teating them, and

the grains radiate at long wavelengths into space like microscOpicblackbody

radiators.' The gas is quite transparent to the far infrared radiation of

-the grains as long as temperatures remain low, and the whole mixture of gas

and dust appears able to radiate 'veil enough to let contraction continue once

it begins. Many details are till not clear and cannot be pursued here.

As the cloud.contracts it heats up, and it also spins faster since its

angular momentum is conserved. Let us first consider the consequences of.

angular momentum conservation because it poses a'problem in star formation

every bit as formidable as the contraction vs. thermal dissipation problem

.40outlined above:, Consider a gas cloUd with a radius lu ..cm_and a mass,of
.

..;

.,,..

.-, :
- .

..
.

, .
. .

100; m 2,x 1035,grams, If it is a uniform spherical cloud,lts initial

.

angular momentum can be'calculated by-elemantary.principles to be 3..MR2 (ite
5

moment of inertia) times its initial angularvelocity:(00.

The cloud will have on the average,, an initial angular velocity imparted

, .
by the shear forces that arise from differential rotation about the center of

the Galay.,, this rotation of the cloud arises framthe fact that4arts of the

''cloud closer to the center of the Galaxy here higher orbital speeds than

those farther away:(Kepler's 3rd Lawaays that the. orbital period varies as

the 3/2 power of the mean radius of the orbit) , The figure below shows hov

differential rotation arises from the. fact thatli)

9



Matter close to the Galactic center has higher orbital speed than at the periphery.w > W. This phenomenon is called differential rotation.
8

Figure 1

In.our.region of theGalaxy the differential angular velOcity,'

wo 3 x 10-16 sec"; therefore.a ,cloud of the size under..consideration Would'

10have angularetOeM MR! w =momentum 2x;1059 gm.cm! sec-1. Compare this with

the aiirgularmomentum of the 'solar system, approximately 2 x 1066 gm cm! secm4.''

The.two. values differ by a factor'107.when allowance ip,made for the fact that
1.

the cloud contains 100 lolar massee -While the Sun contains only one. Inshort

the 100 Me cloud must, lose allbut'1077of its initial angular momentum4f.it:

is to-give birth to 100 well behaved stars. Put.another way, conservation of

angular momentum requires that Ow remain constant as the.cloud.contracts..

,factor Rm of 'this quantity is the equatoral,surface velocity. of the rotating

cloud; so Rv
s
must be constantInitially 'v

s
3.x 104 cM/sec when R a 100 cn

6

By the time R has decreasec,by a factor of 106, to 1014 9 v s 'has Arisen to

the speed of lightl And 1014 cm ieetill quite large, about 1000 times the

-.radius of a star like the Sun.

10-
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Clearly the contracting Cloud.must reduce its angular momentum somehow if

it is to succeed forming. stars.- At present we don't know hoer it accom-

plialps this, Although there have been many speCulative suggestions over

the years, none has been supported by fully cOnvineing arguments. One of

the more plausible suggestions ipthat the cloud forms biniry stars prefer-

entially, and these are able to contain much more 'angular momentum than

single stars. ObservatiOns conirm that a majority of stars (= 60%).do indeed
.

belong to binary or multiple star systems, so formation of binaries does seem.

. to be the norm.

In order to-discuss the relatiVe angular'- momenta of different. configur-

ations, it'is convenient. to deal with angular momentum per unit mass which,
will be designated-,.L. The-primordial clOud we have been discussing has

.102! cm2 sec-' while the.solar-.*em has L 10'7 em2 sec-1. A binary/'

system-consisting to two sblarmass stain in circular orbits at a distance

r frost each other has L r 1.° wr2./2P where P is: the orbital period of the
4. .

binary pair: Keplei's 3rd Law prOvides another relation, 112 Kr5, between,
-,

P and nand this leads to L « P1 56r L r'/2 for a binary. PuttinOn the,.

constant K and the other numerical factors. and inserting a s atieti4ily

weighteS. average periOd fOr observed binaries, we find that L a 2 .xf10" sec

for typical binary eters, a value about 200 timeEogreater_than hat ';for. an
-

average single star.. From this kind of reasoning we see that binary formation

is a much more efficient mechanism for storing angular momentum thanleingle

star formation. Even so, the primordial cloud under consideration has'enough
-)

L to supply = 105 binaries, far more than we believe actually form fiPm such

a cloud; 'on the' basis of observational evidence. If only a small fraction

of the' cloud mass actually condenses into stars we44Can account for observed
e ,

rates of new, star formation, and'the, cloud retains most of its initial angular
.

.
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momentum. Details of the fragmentation process and.what happens to halt

contraction of the whole cloud once star formation begins remain obscure:

There is a third ingredient to betaken into account-in the early stages

of star formation, the interstellar or galactic magnetic field.\-.This field

is very small (of the order of a few times 10-6 gauss) in the spiral arms of

the OaliXy-where stars are formed. Compare this galactic field with the

Earth's magnetic field of m 0.6 gauss to appreciate its small size. However,

;

even so small a field, acting as it does over vast dietances, can have a

very strong influence upon certain stages of star condensatibn. As long as

theyteritelIar gas is cool enough to remain neutral, the fiegidoes not

interact directly with it.' Once the gas beiomes ionized, however, the fields

and the charged particles interact strongly, and the motions of the ionized

gas are greatly. influenced by the presence-of-the field: Likewise the field

lines are influenCed by charged particle motions and the whole

field plus ionized gas becomes an interdependent entity, a magnetohydrodynimic

igaimea. The properties of such plasmas cannot be discussed in any detail

here, but'we can illustrate in a simple way one serious problem that comes

from the presence of the magnetic field.

Consider a protostar of about 1017 cm radius with sufficient density to

besable to contract to form a real star of radius about 1011 cm, a realistic

value (the Sun's radius is.= 7 x 1010 cm). If the protoptsr of 1017 cm radiUs

has an-appreciable amount of ionized hydrogen, as'calculatiOni'indicate it will,

these ions are bound to the maghetic,field lines. Sufficient ions will be

formed in the cloud.by,cosmic rays and by.ultreviolet radiation'fram nearby

'hot,-blue'stars. .Through\the mechanism of collisions between ions and neutral
't'' I

atoms, the latter are_indireetly connected with the field. Unless the frac
,

.

\
, .. \\

tion of gas that is ionized is extremely small, this indirect connection



between gravity.and the magnetic field.throughthe intermediary of neutral

.
particles colliding with ions is strong enough to effeCtively tie gravita-

tionil contraction to the magnetic field. As the gap contracts it therefore

compresses the field in the plane'perpendicular_to the field, as illustrated

in theisketch below:

.Weak Magnetic
Field

21')

Strong Magnetic
-Field

(b),ContraCted cloud

(a) Initial gas cloud ti

Figure2. !Compression of magnetic field liies in a contracting partially
ionized gas cloud. s\

Conservation of magnetic flux in such a contraction leads to the don-
,c.

\ e

clusion that the product BR2 is conserved Where Ris.the\raolus of the cloud.
mi-..

' Thui B R-2,and in going. from R m 10 cm tO'R-== 101.1 cm4 B.-increases fz
.

. I
initial values of a few times 10 to-Welltoell Over 1064auss: ',Stehihigh

fields haVe never been found.in no stars. The strongest. fields observed'

havebeelvfound in, certain peculiar A type stars with values of Bun to X30,000

gauss. Most stars like the Sun have ieldS ranging from a fey gauss to a few

hundred gauss. Clearly the star finds some way to, rid itself6f; most of the

flux lines that pass through its parent gas cloud, but the means by.wbich it

accomplishes this are still not understood.

We have gone to some lengths to illustrate serious difficulties that
. ,

. \ -
.

hamper our present knowledge of the earliest stages of star formatioU.° The
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fact that these difficulties can be presented in terms of elementary physical ;,

principles makes it appropriate to discuss them in an introduction to stellar

evolution such as this. 'But whatever means stars employ to overcome the

barriers.to-their formation, they somehow manage to do. so, and once they

reach a certaimstage.of condensation (radius = 103 cm, density p 10-Ggm

em-3, temperature = 103°K) we can follow the-evOlutionary history of the star

with much greater confidence except during a few short lived stages lite in

life. ,

Let us first consider piths on the H-R diagram of stars from the state

described above until they reach the Main Sequence. As long as the.

obtains its radiant energy from gravitational contraction (bfre nuclear

energy sources begin to supply its energy when it reaches .the Main Oennence).,:

there is a very useful general phypical,theorem; thaVirial Theorem, that is

Very helpful in understanding the star's development. This theorem comes

from considerations of the overall effect of converting gravitational potential

energy, -V, into kinetic or thermal energy, K.E. The theorem eve that in such

conversions

-\
.\

K.E. 2JAVI
2

That is, half the potential energy released by contraction goes intO.kinetic,,

energy of thermal motion (i.e. into raising the temperature 'of the gas);- the ,-

othertalf leavei the star as radiation. -This simple relation permits us

to follow the average temperature and luminosity of the contracting star As.

long as it obeys the conditions for validity. of the Virial Theorem. These

conditions apply as long as the star is contracting slowITi-inough to maintain

.

approximate hydrostatic equilibrium in which gas pressure balances the force

of .gravity.



There are phases' of contraction during which the Virial Theorem does,

not hold. The first of the is encountered when the mean temperature of

the gas reaches approximately 20000K and the molecular hydrogen present

dissociates .into neutral atomic hydrogen. This is an endothermic reaction

that abSorbs'therms1 energy, converting it into potential energy of dissocia-.

'Um.. That is, R2'4' 2Henergy.:. When dissociation occurs at a rapid r4e;..

the star undergoes rapid contraction to supply the required dissociation

energy. Its temperature remains nearlytonstant,.but its radius decreases.

and its luminosity must drop, litho, .sinCeJi .0tveaT". This phase, therefore',

appears,,on'theli-11 diagram as a nearly vertical drop In Lat nearly constant

o

T, the se:goent. A td ,EX, in ngure 3. '

'09
o.

-2

-3

-4

\

Ctal ti eS 4 l'ohibrizim ione

Figure 3..H-R P:agram chin
star :ormation..

0.1
ge...

TX10

Lv gravitational .contraction piagos of -,-
\ .

. ,
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This dissociation phase of thecollapse begini at. R = 10' cm and is tom-

'plate when t e radius has decreased to about.1000 solar radii (21 7 1 10' cm

Figure 8 does.not attempt to trace the collapiabetweenthe.initial cloud

(R 1012 cm, T ,\,100°K) down to point A. . This is a dynamio fE.e-fail pro-.

.vesti, and the cloud ls transparent to the long wavelength infrared radiation_

(mainly at 28'microns)\by:which it radiates its excess energy. This'phisa

characterized as frep-fall because,the cloud is so tenuous that, there it

insufficient pressure,tb halt or even slow appreciably the gravitational pull

on individual gas Molecule and atoms. These fall initially inward toward

the center of the cloud almo t as if there were no other particles present to
. -
impede their fall. Thd

.

\time required for a particle to fall to the center
,

-

under such idaalized"Conditions\is calculable by elementary methods. It is
...-

-

',..
. . - . ° ..

' ' T

The free-fall time for the initial gaa:cloud turns out to be 21.7 x 10 years,

assuming its Mass-is initially = 100 M
e

\

\
before it fragments into saw mass

size stars sometime during this phase.

After dissociation is complete at C. the
\

gas temperature can. rise"' again'
,

as gravity contracts the star farther-. The rise in temperature is aided con.--

eiderablY by the fact that it is now show that 4'

it just hecomms.opaque 6r, radiation originally at the center at A just prior
\

to dissociation. This helps the star. trapAtlyriadiation inside temporarily

andapeds u the'iasociatOnd process The interior temperature continues

to rise rapidly .to = 90000K whei;e lanization of atoMic:hydrogen takes plaCe.

Thiri too is an endothermic reaction, and while. it operates,.the star iafar..
.. I .

. . t
from being in'equilihriUm. 7ft aontinuee'tc 'shrinkshrink rapidly along the-dashed

.

_
.

. - - , ,

line (dashed because of uncertainty abqut details in this phase) fromC to D..

16 . (
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0

:-Theradius decreases again; by about a:.factor 20, but this time the shiface
.

temperature of the Star .(the abscissa of the Yigure)-does not remain con-

'stant es it did before. In gOing from'A to- B the.starvas not yet fully.

Opaithe.. .At first all radiation except that t-originciting at .the, center could

escape Without being absorbed'at least once (Point A); later between A.Aind B,

as the.dehsity increased,radiation originating farther. and farther'from.the'

center was just able to escape.Without absorption. Only at the end,7St C,

.

had the opacity risen to the point that all radiatioh except that from a'

-,thin.layer at the surface was absorbed before escaping. .Actually, At C and.

beyond most radiation in-the interior is absorbed. and reemitt5Ad many times'.

by atoms in the stellar interior before it finally reaches thesurface. This

takes some time, and the surface radiatiOn no longer reflectsthe instantaneous

State of the interior as it did earlier wheh the star was still somewhat trans -:

parent The net result is that the interior heats up very rapidly at B to the .-

,9000°K or so required to ionize hydrogen, but the surface temperature plotted.

on the H-R diagram lags lnftime, rising until it finally reaches =:9000°K at

Point The whole process of dissociation, ionization, and final:buildup of.

surface temperature, the trip from C top, only takes about 26 years for a .

eolar.mass..star, and this must be reckoned as virtually Instantaneous on the

Usual time scale for stellar processes.

The littlebshapd excursion at the end of the dashed path just before

Point ,D is-the result of a minor. implosion of sorts. The star collapses se)

rapidly that.an inward radial shock Wave-forms and.when it reachesthe'nOw

rather dense core near the center of. the star, it 5.6 'reflected back'out, a .

proCess Vividly deseribed as "core-bounce". The shock wavetravellirig back

out reaches the surface. where its higher temperature becomes. evident for a.

short time as a transient temperature and luminosity spike'as shown adjacent

17



1.1

to D. This ,transient .flare up lefts about. three months :,in a.dolar mass

If

star.

Atylointlithe interior .of the starls-turbUlent as a result df-the.
. .

rapid heating, the_shock waves, and, the generally. non-!eqUilibriuM nature of
.

its preceding collapse stiges. -Under these conditions it transports energy'

from the interior to thesiirface mainly by convection. This is, a relatively

efficient form of heat transport, and it serves to stabilize the surface

temperature of the star as it continues to contract toward its eventual size,

that it Will reach ontbe Main Sequence. During its contraction along D to

C 'and F at nearly constant; the interior temperaturedontinues to rise

rePidly, especially in the central regions. The convective, turbulent

tions in the interior insure eiifective.mixing of the material of the star so

when'the :central temperpture eventually reaches about :2 x-106 °K at E; any

4eUteriuM lithium, beryllium, boron, 06, NI!, et., are capable of under-
,

.

going nuclear-reactions.thadedtroY.them: Because of the convective mixing

Of 'gas into.the hot core in this phase, virtually all of. these esoteric 'light

nuclei 'in the star are "burned" before the star reichesthe Main SequenCe,.and
i ,-. . . ..,.. .

. . . .

.
.

aseriationi confirth abnoriailynconcentrations of:these
.

nuclei in normal stare.

As the star contracts from 0 to E:along the. hearlyvertical track (the
4,

"Heyashi'treck" 113 it is called after its discdverer) it remains in quasi-

hydrostatic equilibrium, acondition amenable to study by standird methods of

calculation of stellar interiors. The,star 'has finally reached.a well-behaved

condition that permits . -:-Some.insiglitinto its internal structure, and a

nukber of researchers have calculated detailed series of evolutionary models
,c%

.of stara"in this nre-Main Sequence, phase, These calculations show, for example, .

that. at Point D'the star begins to depart from a condition of complete turbulence

4 :2

7.,



and a 7"radiative core develops, so-called because. energy transport within

it is by meant-of radiative transfer. That is,ienergy moves outward in the

form of radiation that is successively:. absorbed and reeMitted by'the-gas
.

,

partiClas now almost entirely.ions and electrons'at thetemperatures,of.the.

core. As time goes on the radiative core grows at the expense Of the con-

vective region, and the boundary between the two gradually receeds toward

the surface. Radiative transfer is a quieter but less.efficient means of

energy transport than convection, and it drastically changes the internal

character of the star.

Figure 4. gives the results'of a number of Pie-MB evolutionary tracks

calculated.by.Ibemtand Table I faldWingitlists the times in-years required
,

--..,;

to reach the corresponding points on Figure 4 begihning at Point Din Figure

3, tile star4of the Hayathi track. .

6
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Fig. 4 fire-MS evolutionary tracks on the H-R diagram for models

of mass M (solar. units) = 0.5, 1.0, l.25,'1.5, 2.25, 3.0, 5.0, 9.0, and .15.0

(indicated alongside the appropriate tracks). Numbe;ed .points along .the

tracks are the point,' reftrred to in Table. I
. .
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EVOLUTIONARY UMW= MARIOt

Point

o

.111 (vim miss)

15.0 9.0 5.0 3.0

1 6.740(2) 1.443(3) 2.936(4) 3.420(4) 7.862(4)
2 3.766(3) 1.473(4) 1.069(5) 2.078(5) 5.940(5)
3 9.350(3) 3.645(4) 2.001(5) 7.633(5) 1.883(6)
4 2.203(4)' 6.987(4) 2.860(5) 1.135(6) 2.505(6)
5 2.657(4) 7.922(4) 3.137(5)' 1.250(6) '2.818(6)
6 3.984(4) .1.019(5) 3.880(5) 1.465(6) 3.319(6)-
7 4.585(4) 1.195(3) 4.559(5) 1.741(6) 3.993(6)
8 6.170(4) 1.505(5) 5.759(5) 2114(6) 5:855(6)

Point 1.5 1.15 1.0 U.S

1 2.347(5) 4.5080 1.189(5) 3.195(5)
2 2.363(6) 3.957(6) 1.058(6) 1.786(6)
3 5.801(6) 8.800(6) 8.910(6) 8.711(6)
4 7.584(6) 1.155(7) ' 1 .821 (7) 3.092(7)
5 8.620(6) 1.404(7) 2.529(7) 1.550(8):
6 1.043 (7) .1.755 (7) 3.418 (7)
7 1.339(7) 2.796(7) 5.016(7)
a 1.821(7) 2.954(7)

t Numbers in parentheses are the powers of 10 by which the corresponding entries are to
be multiplied.

Table I.*

The general time scales for Hayashi tracks ..(1), E) of stars of various

masses should be noted. The Sun, for example, requires about 106 years to



reach-PoihtiD'in.Figure,3.(Point 2 in Figure 4) where deVelopment of a

radiative core begins and another 8 x 106' years to reach E;Where this develop'
(

ment'a complete and the star turns.to the lettApoints 3 to 5 in Figure 4)

almost parallel to.theM.S., The same sequence in a 3 M.star, on the other
,

I

hand, takes only = 8 x 10 years, a factor 10 less.. This illustrates clearly,

how rapidly the evolutionary'time scale speeds up as one considers more mss -

sive stars. By contrast a 0.5 Me star continues all the way to the M.S. on

its Hayashi track taking = 1011 years to do so.. A star more massive than

3 Me hardly has any Hayashi track at all, and massive stars scarcely appear

to experience any, break in the leftward trend of their tracks beyohd the onset

of opacity. The rapid pre-MS evolution of heavy stars is noteworthy.' For

example a 15 Me runs through the entire gamut, 1 through 8, of Figure 4 in

only 60,000 years, a factor 10' less than a solar. mass star.
. .

The mass-luminosity relation gives a good approximate idea about relative

titeacales.ih stellar evolution. Both theory and observation reveal that
. .

.
.

. .

luminosity L is proportional to.some'power of the mass of'-a star. This can'

be written

L cc Mn

where n varies soiewhat with a stars composition and position on the,H-R'

.diagram, ranging from = 2,5 for very.low *ass stars to over 5 for massive

stars. The L-M relation Can then be Written in terms of solar, values as

The lUminosity of a star is its rate of energy loss and -the time spent by a'

L . /M .n
..1

star during a certain phase of its evolution shoUld be inversely proportional

to.the rate at which it loses energy.(ha.., T cc L71). This, taken together

with the mass-luminosity relation leads to the. expectation that the time

22



scaleafor-stars'to run through corresponding-stages Of'evolution should

folio), the relation

m

I in

To

2xaMinationof Table reveals that nranges from = 1.5 to to.e 2.5 depending.

:

somewhat'upOn mass-but more upon .the stage of evolution considered. n = 2.5

isa fair average for the trip from 1 to the Main Sequence in Figure 4.

The. slightly rising, leftward. movement of a star in Figure 4 represents

a stage before the onset of nuclear energy production in which the star still:

obtains its energy by, gravitational contraction with a hot, compact, xsdiative

core. When this core becomes hot enough, at point 5, nuclear reactions are

ignited and begin converting hydrogen into helium plus considerable energy.

The detailed reactions are fairly complex and are discuised elsewhere in the

mini-texts on Stellar Structuire and Nucleosynthesis. The overall result may

be summarized

4 Ie.+ He" energy.

The energy comes from the fact that a He nucleus le slightly less massive

than 4 HI nuclei. The Mass-difference appears as enr-gy acCording,to the

Einstein relation.e = Amc2 where-Am is the miiau difference. Tilia.energY

appears.initially.mainly-in the form of gams rays an,* constitutes .about 0.7%

of the total mass-energy of the reacting ouele. T. the process is less

than 1% efficient'in converting mees'into energy, but that low efficiency is

adequate to. keep the star going.. for a ve6, long7time, over 10 billion years

for a solar type star.

As soon as nuclear fusion'taken'over the job:of furnishing energy, the

staes interior readjusts itself, contracts slightly-, and its luminosity

23
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decreases a bit as it settles down onto thk;Main Sequence to spend the major_

phase of its life quietly converting hydrogen into helium-in ite'centril're

gions,:Theslast points shown for each -model star in Figure 4 (point8 in

mostcases) represent Air al on the MS. By custom, arrival on the MS is

reckoned. as the true'b Of. the star and at this point it is considered a

Zero Age Ma.iü Sequence star. The star'is.otcOurse observable throughout

Inch of its pre-MS gestation period where its luminosity in actually higher

. .

thawthe'Maetar it will become. .

Observationally the T Tauri and Herbig

emission classes of stars are believed to consist of ster in the pi-MS

region, and the Herbig-Haro objects may well be still earlier pre-MS stars'

in the'pre-dissociation stage of Figure 3. Thus stars become visible, well

.before their conventional birth, but at ZAMS'they become much easier to.ob!-.

serite because they spend so much time on the MS that there are a great many.

..there at any given time for us to see. By contrast, stars move rapidly

through many phases of their pre-MS period and 'consequently at any given

time there are few present in these phases to be observed.

\ITT. Middle Steeps: Main Sequence

Stara on the MS obtain their energy by.two principle series of fusion.

reactions. Both have the same net result, namely.fUsion of -4 protons into . \

\

one helium nucleus. But one, series of reactions, the proton-proton chain
. .

'involveS oay light elements: He", Hel.,.D2\, HI, and it operates effectively

at relativily "low" temperatures (low foreteller interiors) between m5 to

25 million cleigree. The energy generation rate for this process is roughly

proportional to the fourth power or the temperature near the center of the .

star. The other nrocess involves the normaljsotope of carbon, C12, in a

2)4



complex series of reactions that eventually regenerates the.C12 again, so'

carbon acts as a catalyst in the process. Various-isotopes ef,nitrOgen

and oxygen are also involved and the procias'is known variously as the carbon

'chain, the CI chain, or the CNO bi-cycle._ It begins, operating et abOut.

12.ndllion degrees and-Continues up to Pi...50 x. 106°K. This cycle is therefore.'

effective over a somewhat higher temperature range than. the p-p-chain, and

it-is characterized. by a. such stronger temperature- dependence, m T20 at the

low end of the range dropping to m T14 near the upper end. .

The large temperature dependence,of the carbon cycle has an important

'consequence. It leads to a turbulent, convective core in stars in which

---
this mode of energy production dominates i.e. in stars a little more massive

than the. Sun with central teMperatures.above 15 million degrees. These

-more massive stars that operate mainly on the carbon cycle with convective

cores and radiative envelopeis are designated' Upper Main. Sequence (UMS) atare.:

The less massive stars which operate on the proton-proton chain with radia-

tive cores and convective outer layers. are designated Lover Main Sequence

(LMS) stars. 'The difference in 'structure between these two broad types of

MS stars has important consequences in the Manner. in which they evolve, as

we shall see.

Once a star reaches the Zero Age Main SeqUence(ZAMS) it begins in

erneat to convert its hydrogen core into helium. Only the central 15-20%

of the star is hot enough and dense endUgh.tosustain hydrogen fusion, and

it is only in this core that the chemical composition changes while the star

is on the M.S. If the star is less massive then = 1.1 M , the core is quiet,

non-convective, and' non-turbulent because of the relatively low (v T4)

dependence of the-energy generation rate. The temperature rises to a

25



at the center of such a core, and so does the rate Of energy generation.

P.

Since there is no convective turbulence, there is no.mixing going on .in.the

core and the fusion product, helium vhere it is formed. It forms

most rapidly at the center where the rate of fnsion is highest, and in time

there developeanmaX1 but growingLsubcore ofpure He., .7Nuclear energy pr6-

duction ceases in this subcore since it is not hot enough to fuse Ha into\C.

It remains inert, the "ashes of hydrogen burning, while hydrogen fusion

continues in a thick shell outside the He subcore. This He core continues

4 f

to grow, of course, as the hydrogen burning shell makes more helium which is

added to the ever-groiring He subcore. This pure He core remains at constant

temperature rather like a loaf of bread in an "oven" of hydrogen burning

shell. The shell continues to burn outward as a grass fire burns in a thin,

ever widening circle leaving a'growing, charred central. area.' In this fasion

the He core grows until its mass becomesabout 10% of the total mass of the

4
star. Gravity begins to squeeze the core`,'; raising its temperature signifi-

\
cantly so it is no longer isothermal. Eventually its central temperature

will reach = 100 million degrees which,is h4i gh enough to initiate helium'

fusion by the "triple-alpha" process, 3'He4t C12. This process generates

nuclear energy, and the star nov has two nucl ar energy sources, a He burning
.\

core and a hydrogen burning shell. All of this is still deep within the star,

but the effect is felt at the surface of the star where the additonal energy

generated by He fusion increases both the luminosity and, the size of the

star while at the same time lowering its surface temperature. The star at

.

this stage in its evolution has therefore leftthe.Main sequence and become

a red giant. o

Figure 5 shows post -NB evolUtionary tracks. of a series Of stars ranging

from 1 to 15 solar masses and Table II shows the time intervals between num.6.

bered points on the tracks.' Point (1) is the ZAMS point for.each star. The

stage (1) (2) correspondslmith exhaustion of H in the core. The stage
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Table II. EVOLUIIONARY Lmirans (YEasta)f

(Initial composition: X 0.708, 2 0.02 for .1.0 5 M Sp 15.0;/X = 0.70,

2 0.03 jor M 30.0)

M (solar units)

Point 1.0 1.5 3.0 5.0 .9.0 15.0 30.0

1 5.016(7) 1.821(7) '2.510(6) 5.760(5) 1.511(5) 6.160(4) 2 (4)
2 8.060(9) 1.567 (9) 2.273(8) 6.549(7) 2.129(7) 1.023(7) 4.82(6)
3 9.705(9) 1.652(9) 2.394(8) 6.823(7) 2.190(7) 1.048(7) 4.91(6)
4 1.0236(10) 2.036(9) 2.478(8) 7.019(7) 2.208(7) 1.050(7) 4.92(6)
5 1.0446(10) 2.105(9) 2.488(8) 7.035(7) 2.213(7) 1.149(7) 4.93(6)

\ 6 1.0875(10) 2.263(9) 2.531(8) 7.084(7) 2.214(7) 1.196(7) 5.45(6)
- - 2.887(8) 7.844(7) 2.273(7) 1.210(7) 5.46(6)
- 3.095(8) 8.524(7). .2.315(7) 1,213(7)'

3.262(8) 8.782(7) 2.574(7) 1.214(7)
10 2.623 (7)

Numbers In parentheses are the powers often by which the corresponding entries are to
be multlplkd,



(.2) + (3) corresponds with develoPMent of a, hydrogen bilrning shell source

outside of the isothermal He'core, and at Point (3). the tore hatreached

the limiting mess (=.10% the mass of the star) beyond,which the core

begins to. heat rapidly nederiravitational'Contraction, developinga'hot
.

center that.ultimatelY ignites He fusion.

It is evident from Figure 5 that there is .a qualitative differenee

'between the stapes of the tracks (.1) + (2) 4. (3) in a'low mass star (g 1.1 m
41
)

and tracks of more massive stars. The low mass stars have non-convective
e

cores and,develop H-burning phellt gradually and without ruts: 'This produces,

almooth-track without breaks or kinks as the limiting isothermal core mass
. .

is reached at (3). It takes a 1 N star about 9'billion,yearstotrairerse

the track from (1) t6 (3), as Table II shows.

It is easy to estimate the time a'norsis1 star spends on the Main Sequence.,

Let its total mass be M gm and its luminosity bels ergs/sec. The efficiency

of°hYdrogen burning is .007 Meaning that 1 gram of hydrogen. converted into

He gives .007 02 ergs of energy. If the star :stays on thejiiin Sequence

unti1:10%.of its mass has been converted into He, the total:energy:released'

is 7 x 10-4 Me m 6.3, x 1017 M ergs.. If the star radietesenergy at the rate

L ergs/see for a time T on the M.S.,'then

T
la

x1017(M)SecOnds:
s '43 .L

Applied to the Sun (L = 4.x 1033. ergs/sec,-M m 2 x 1033 gin) one gets T

3 x 1017 sec - 10 10 years which !s just-slightly more than the 9 billion yeari

:calculated for the Sun to evolve from points (1.) to (3) in Figure 5. For

:Other stars the equation above can be put into the'form of a.ratio to solir

values:

Tms 2 1010 ) (L years.

Me /7
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It'is.possibleto go one step further by using an :.x. fate mass-

.

.

luminosity relation, L.= M4 which is a reasonahly good approximation over

a large part of the Main Sequence. With this relation, the lifetime of a

star on the M.S. becomes

,,. 1010 (mir years.

ti

We ahould,expect\a 9 Me star to have Tra's = 1,4,x 107 years,which is,not far froni

value of-2.1 x 10'\ years for a star' of this mass from Table II It appears,

therefore, that this very simple theory gives a good account of the time

spent by a' star on the Main Sequence.
4..

Heavier stars thap about 1.5 Me have turbulent, convective' cotes initially

il

since they'opetate more'or lessoon the CNO cycle with a'very-sensitive temper

ature dependence = Ti o
. The core turbulence'keepsthe core Well mixed and',

prevents the smooth growth-of an inert He subcore beginning at the center:,

H7burning goes on,,the entire core (15-20% of:the,stellan tadius)

O.

uniformly changes composition, becoming more and more-rich inTe as the- H. con-

tent declines. This process must eventually result in a core too poor in H

to burn any more; the ashes have diluted the fuel till the fire goes out, or,

nearly so. At Point (2) in Figure 5 such a situation has occurred. :. Arthe

nuclear energy source begins to fail, gravity steps in to.take over energy

production by contracting the core. This raises the temperature of the core

and manifests itself by an increase in both luminosity and aufface temperature

of the star, causing it to move from (2)-to (3) as shown in Figure 5. During'

.

this stage of.evolution a massive star contracts slightly causing the track

(2) 4. (3) to lie in the direction shown (toward higher T, L). The sharp kink',.

at (2).reflects the relative suddenness with which the entire core runs out-

\
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of hydrogen. The low mass stars have no such .sudden fuel exhaustion and

their 'cores remain isothermal between (2) and (3) while the H-burning shells,

continue to supply nuclear energy., As a consequence, the radius grows

smoothlrin a less massive star, its luminosity increases, and itssurface

. _ .

temPerature/Staya nearly constant, as the Figure shows for the case of. a

.... _.---/
-r--v,-4:11..

1.star.like.the Sun. ,

In\the UMS stars the core contraction phase (2) -0. (3) is relatively
i
,.

ragid,,.requiring on.the.average only 2 -5% of the time from (1)' -0' (2.)-: In

thegeheavy stars, the core becomes.hotenOugh at,about (3) to ignite k-
.

! ..

bUrning in the surrounding shell. The exhausted core may, or may.not become

isothermal for a,time afterthe H-burning shell has been:ignited. It all

depends. upon whether* not the He core is more massive than 10%.of.the

star's mass. For stgrs more massive that mlrMIti a.isothermalcore neter.

develops,- and the gravitational contribution to energy production continues

to be effective, raising the core central temperature to the triple alpha

ignition point siraightavay without a pause for the core to gain

mass from the H-burning shell.

more He

There is one more feature of)LMS stars to be mentioned. For stars of
-

< 1.3 Ns the isothermal core is dense. enough and cool.enough to become degen-

'erate even though its temperature may be 15..million.degreeil As described'

earlier, degeneracy is a dense, almost incompressible metal7like'state

high thermal conductivity. Incompressibility arises. from,the Pauli ftclusion

Principle applied-to the densely packed lectrons preventing them from

crowding closer together. A aegenerate core is not bound by the 10% Masi'

limit.-discussed itbove; it can support the entire mass of.a 1.3% eta; whil!k

stillremaining degenerate and isothermal begause of itshighAhermilcon-a

ductivity. ':.Now the degenerate core of such a star is not absOlutely incempreia0
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only relatively'so,.as is a metal compared with a gas.. Such.a.col-e can

contract.gravitationally and become.hotter as.a consequence when more matter

(He.) is added to it from an H-burning shell. ,It rgiains isothermal but

.gxows hotter as the shell burning continues until eventually the 3s;

ignition point is reached.

Once He-burning begins, the core temperature rises very_rapidly. The

.heat generated by these. reactions does not,have time to escape seo the temper-

ature also rises:very'quickly causing the 3c. procesd to gO even faster.

The rate ofcore heating consequently accelerates -until the, pressure .due:to

.thermal motions of the nuclei exceeds that due to the degenerate electrons,
:4

and,the degeneracy iesuddenly lifted. When this happene the core goes,

normal" again and becomea.a conventional hot.gas.once more. It.is' as if the.

"metallic" core were Suddenly vaporized. 'This thermal runaway with removal

of degeneracy is termed a "helium flash", and it results in a sudden reOrgani-

sation.ofthe.staesinterior structure that produces'a correspcnding rapid

increase.in luminasity and radius of the. star. $lich's. sudden, '.extensive read-,

4ggetment of the 'structure of a star ought to be observable, but two factors

act to make such observations difficult. Most of the heat of the-expanding

core at the helium flash-is absorbed in heating the outer layers of the star

,
beyond theoore where most- of the tar's mese resides. Thus then helium flash.'

fig heavily blanketed by the overlying portions of the starland the rise in

.
surface luminosity is not very large, certainly far less than the transforma-

'tion Of the core might suggest. The second point that affects observability

As that the flash is short- lived, and at any one short period of time, 'siy

r

the past century during which photometric observations have been made, the

-chances of seeing such an event are rare. _While the Helium flash peak itself



OF' may not ever have been observed, the slower phases leading up.to and :Jeyond,

the flash appear fairly clearly. in tI H-R diagramsofstar elusters There
.

is one more seiective effect: only stars in a narrow mass range between

- 1.3 M- appear capable of :undergoing n helium flash. .Stars more massive

than l.3144, don't develop degenerate core47; those less massive than m 1,146

d
cannot develop high enough central.teMperatures to lg.:lite the 3 m process and

therefore have no central nuclear energy source to produce a helium flash.

Returning to consideration of evolutionwoy tracks in Figure 5, the path

between Points 3 and 6 represents a phase in which the core has ceased to burn

-c
. . .,

i,,,--?, H,. having run out of fuel, and the.energy of 'the star is supplied mainly by a
-, ..

..

1:CO hydrogen burning shell. This shell eats its way outward inmass but. doesn't

actually move outwardmradially. It is a_kind of incinerator into which gravity

keeps pushing more fuel from outer regions of the star. In-fact as, time goes.

. .

on, the H-burning shell actually contracts in radius. making the inert core

Plus shell more and more.compact.while the envelope grolts radially. The star.

with an enlarged envelope has a much larger surface area and therefore. doesn't

require as high a surface temperature to radiate away its energy, so the H-R

track moves to the right to lower temperature as -'the star grows in size.

Stars.less massive then 9 M develop deep convective envelopes at Point 5

and behave very much as pre -main sequence stars do. as they contract along the

"Hayashi track, a phase:also characterized by.exiended convection. The red

giant star that.is deeply. convective evolves along a .Hayashi track, but-in

reverse'from Point5 to Point 6. At Point 6 helium burning begins if the Star-

is massive enough a 114 ) and a helium flashmay.follow which vould.add a,

Small nearly,vertical'spike at Point 6.
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Btars'less massive than = cannot become hot enough to ignite the

triple alpha He -burningyrocess, and their cores remain degenerate until

eventually the hydrogen burning shell runs out.of fuel and extinguishes.

Thereafter the star has only limited reserves of gravitational energY,ancP.

when these are soon exhauatedsthe star simply cools slowly as a He white

dwarf. In the process the star contracts to a very small radius' of the orier

of a few Earth radii. We have seen the trend toward compaction of the cork

in red giants in the manner in which a hydrogen burning shell is. fed from the

outside by material pulled inward by gravity, while at the same time the

shell actually contracts in radius: This characteristic trend in. the giant

Phase toward concentration of most of the mass of the star into a dense, com-T

pact core surrounded by a distended, tenuous atmosphere reachesextremea in

,white dwarfs. In these stars the cores are all that remain except for just

a trace of atmosphere bound closely to the surface by the strong surface

gravity of so much mass in such A compact ball of matter. Virtually the whole

star is degenerate, therefore more or less isothermal and rigid - a massive,

.

very hot, very small cinder of a star left to radiate 'away its thermal energy

until it" grows cold.

The cooling time for a white dwarf (W.D.) may be calculated simply. A

-
particle (nucleus, ion, electron, atom) in a atar'at temperature T has thermal

energy 3 kT (k is Boltzmann's'consiant), and a star of'mais M "consisting of
gras.

pure He, fully ionized,has total thermal energy aTM where a is a constant .tat.

-includes k and'the mean .mass per particle of stellar material (He++ + 2e-)

The. luminosity L is furnished by radiative-loss of the thermal energy ao

= (airm) am dT'

dt dt.
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The theory of the structure of white dwarfs Shows that L = KT9's where K

is another constant.' Eliminating L between these two equations gives

dT K is.5
dt a

This has a simple solution, T = AMT-2'5 BMT/L and A, B are- constants.

The time, T, calculated in this way is a cooling time, roughly the time it'

takei the star to lose a significant fraction of its initial thermal energy.

The table below gives cooling times for He white dwarfs.

Table III. Cooling Times of He White Dwarfs

L/Le T (years)M/Me

.5 10-2 9 x 109.

.5 10-9 4.8 x 1010

.5 10-4 2.4 x 10"

.25 - 10-2 5.5 x 109

.25 10-3. 2.9 x 1010

.25 '10-4 1.5 x 1011

All of these except.the two'with L/Le 107.2.have cooling times that exceed

the age of the'Univerie sowe can expect the N.D. phase of a star's lifetime

to be comparable with its M.S. phase or much longet.

.observed T and L values of_white dwarfd iAace'them well below the M.S.

and somewhat to the ieftat high tempetatures. As they cool, they move along

H-R tracks of nearly constant radius due to the relative incompressibility

of degenerate matter. Such tracks roughly parallel the main sequence.and

below it by factors 10-2 - 10-4 in luminosity.
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Returning again to the He-core burning stage of, the giants massive

enough to have ignited the triple alpha phase, once this new energy source

comes into operation the star settles down again into a fairly mormal stimc-

ture rather like an UMS star. In tact the evolutionary track from Points

6 - 8 Is very much like a replay of the initial approach of the'pre-MS star

to the MS along a Hayashi track followed.by its long stable residence on the

Main Sequence. The inner structure of the star at this phase is of course

more complex than a MS Ettar,'for it has not only a turbulent convective

He-burning core but also a H-burning shell surrounding the core. When He

begins to fuse in the core, the latter expands and core expansion is accom-

penied- by a contraction of the distended red giant envelope The resultant

slow rise in sUiface temperature moves the star leftwarein Figure 5 to

Point 8, a process requiring a few million years for stars in the 5 - 15 Me

mass range. At Point-8 He exhaustion occurs in the core. This happens all

at once throughout the convective core much as:H exhaustion in the'UMS stars

occurs. As the star evolved to the right in Figure 5 in the latter case,.so

it does in the present Stage when He exhaustion takes place in the Core. The

path on'the H-R diagram is from Point 8 to Point 9 in Figure 5. An inert

carbon core with appreciable amounts:of oxygen is left after He-burning.' This

inert core will generally be surrounded by a He-burning shell'and, farther

out,. H-burning shell: If the star is.massiVe-enoughit may attain central"

temperatures high enough to.ignite carbon fusidn'to yield a.variety-of heaiier

products. If the core is degenerate.when this happens a "carbon.flash" will

occur similar in 'some respects to the He flash.

As stars between about 5 and 10 solar masses swing back and forth on

.the H-R diagram, in their various giant phases, theybross a region of-instabili
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marked by dashed lines in Figure 5 and designated as a region of classical

cepheids. These'are radially pupating stars whose luminosities vary period-'

idally with,periods that are related to the mean luminosity (the higher the

luminosity, the longer the period). These'stars have played an important.

.

- .

role in observational astronomy as distance indicators.. They are\bright and

readily recognizable. Since their measured periods of brightness variation

serve, to detetmine their luminosities, measurement of their apparent magni-

tudes,,or brightness as seen fiam the Earth, serves to determine their

distances.

The scenario'orfUrther evolution of massive stars can be in/ ferred from

what has been said above. If a star with a,carbon core is not missive enough -

to ignite carbon burning, it may eventually become a pure carbon white dwarf

consisting almost entirely of carbon nuclei and degenerate elec/tions much

the helium W.D. discussed above, or it may have a more spectacular fate in

store as discussed below.

If Crburning'is ignited, the star then makes another left-right,.looping

excursion on the H-R diagram Similar to those f011owing earlier core igni-

tionS. Less 'energy is released from theie carbon and subsequent burnings so
1

they take leas time, evolution speeds up rapidly, and'eacfi new burning phase

leads subsequently to,a new shell burning phase. The structure of theater

becomes more complex as layer develops upon layer. But there are two possible

ends to this sequence.

As evolution proceeds.the central temperature continues to rise.,:in

vhen it reaches appioximately a billion degtees, the Star begins to 1.60e energy

in significant amounts by the emission of neutrinos. .Neutrinos are produced

in all the earlier nuclear. fusion,Procesees; of course, and carry away some
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eaergy, but energy loss by neutrino emission amounts to a few percent which

is not enough to upset the star's structure or to affect its energy balanee

appreciably. However, above a billion degrees several new processes become

possible that are copious producers of neutrinos, and these processes incises.

very rapidly with temperature. The significance of neutrino production-is.

that neutrinos,Once.produced, hardiyinteract with matter at all. In fact

a neutrino may traverse = 3000 light years of lead before interacting with a .

lead nucleus! Consequently they are able to leave the star without being.

stopped and are thus able to transport energy directly out of the :central
. .

.

regions of the star at the speedof light with no hindrance. A normal main

sequence star suffers an energy leak of some.2 6% by neutrino emission;

but a massive star in the:late stages of its evolution produces neutrinos

it much higher rates than a main sequence star as a result of processes other

than normal nuclear reactions that take place at very elevated temperatures

and densities. The enhanced neutrino emission can quickly remove large am its

of energy from the star triggering a collapse. .'his neutrino loss has been

referred to as a sudden "refrigeration of the core" that drops the pressure

in the core whiCh sustains all the overlying stellar material. With its

foundations suddenly-remOved, the outer,matter collapses inward in a stellar

implosion. The refrigerated core rapidly shrinks to a'degenerate ball upon

which the infalling stellar matter impinges, bouncing back in a cataclysmic

shock wave probably enhanced by nuclear burning of infalling fuel (H, He, etc.)

suddenly thrust into the billion degree interior of the star. The'resulting".

explosion gives rise to'a supernova whose peik luminosity (= 10" Lam) may well

exceed that of its entire parent galaxy. The explosion divests the core of

most of the outer region of the star, usually several solar masses of material,.
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and produces an active, irregularly .expanding nebula typified by the Crab

. Nebula.

The extremely compact, degenerate core that remains is..a neutron star,

probably rotating rapidly and observable as a pulsar. This neutroh star

represents a different order of degen7racy than appearsin the white dwarf.

In the latter the electrons were so tightly packed that quantum effects aesco.

ciated with-the Pauli exclusion principle began to restrict the way in which

they could be packed. In the neutron star few electrons remain,'nearly all
,r

having combined with protons to form neutrons. But now the latter are so

*densely packed that their, packing becomes restricted by the same Pauli prin-
\

ciple applied to the neutrons rather thal. the electrons. The net result is

similar; however.. The degenerate neutroh\matter behaves much asthe dedenerate

electrons in a white dwarf in that it is virtually incompressible and his high

thermal conductivity. It also has some other interesting quantum properties

such as superfluidity and superconductivity according to some theorists.

'Degenerate electrons are incapable of SUpporting greater gravitational

prissure than that Troduded by about 1.4 Me so 'a degenerate core more massive

than this cannot be a stable white dWarf-and is destined to collapse to the .

next stage of degeneracy at the neutron star stage. .A star whose initial mass

lies between 1.4. and approximately 2 solar masses is believed to form a

WD eventually by sheddingall its mass in excess of 1.4 Me. It does this

latein,its red. giant stages mainly via radiation pressure blowing away its

Alitended outer atmosphere in a kind of enhanced !'solar (stellar) wind".

Red giants are.believed capable of losing as much as 10-6 Me. per year in this .

.

Way, and the giant phase lasts. long enough for the star to shed more than

1 Me to reduce itself below the 1.4 Me limit for white, dwarfs. This suggests
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that the usual'tate of stars initially lee's massive-than = 2 Me is to become

white dwarfs, and observational counts of lit'stend to confirm this view.

The process of mass shedding mentioned above results in ejection of

stellar matter with. an outward radial velocity of several tens of kilometers.

per second, and the. ejected matter forms a spherical nebulosity around the

central star. It is very tenuous material and is optically excited by ultra-

violet from the hotCentral star. As a result the ejected matter appears to

a distant observer not as a spherical ball .of glowing gas but rather as a

thick faintly glowing, ring, resembling a smoke ring centered on the parent

star. These planetary nebulae, athey are called, are beautiful to behold:

and are sufficiently numerous to :support the view that most stars somewhat

heavier than the sun up to 2 t form them late in.their evolutionary life.

'The fates of stars 2 Me has been described as explosive, ending as

supernovae that leave behind neutron stars and lose much mass in the explosion..

Obiervations of the rates of occurrence of supernovas have a large uncertainty,

but rates at the upper end of the observed range are consistent with the

view that all single stars = 2 Me become supernovas.

Supernova explosions play an important role in the evolution of galaxies,

for:they-provide a meana whereby the interstellar medium ofgas and dust be-.

comes gradually enriched in heavier elements than hydrogen and helium thit

we believed to be the initial material from which the galaxies and their first'

.stars were torMed. There is no doubt that theenvelope ejected in 1supernoira

explosion will be enriched in the normal products Of nuclear fusion: Ne,0,-

0, N, Ne, F, Mg, Si., Fe and some intermediate elements. :There are also nuclear

process that take place-in the short time during which the infalling gas is

heated. to billions of degrees. These processes build up other elementslighter

than Fe besides those listed and also build up elements heavier than iron all'
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the way to uranium and a little beyond. In fact; SN explosions may Well

be the only way in which an element like gold can be formed. It is sobering'

to reflect that one's ring or the fillings in one's teeth were born in the

heart of one of nature's most awesome events! Stars subsequently formed

from this material enriched with heavier elements evolve somewhat differently

in certain details than their earlier generation counterparts, and clues as

to the ages and evolution of, galaxies are contained in the relative numbers

of metal-rich and metal-poor stars.

In discussing neutron stars a hierarchy of degeneracies was mentioned:

first electron degeneracy stabiliiing the white dwarfs, then at greater den-

sities there follows neutron degeneracy stabilizing neutron stars.. Is there

a limit to the mass that neutron degeneracy can support as there was for -'.

electron degeneracy? The answer is a definite yes, but the exact limit of.

the mass is not known as precisely for the: neutron star as for the white..

dwarf because, the properties of neutron matter are not well understood. The

limit.probably lies somewhere between 2 and:3 Mn, and.a neutron star more

massive than this appears to have no further brakes to its collapse. It

shrinks until' its` pull will not even allow light to,esCape

from its surface, and it becomes .a "black hole", effectively cut off from

our Universe bys.11 save its gravitational pull on other bodies. -This must'

purely be.the most extreme fateConceivable fors. star..
.

So.far we hive considered only theevolution of single stars unaffected'

by any neighbor. .Stellar evolution takes on. a new degree of complexity when

we consider. evolution of pairs of stars hound together by gravity into'close

binaries. Suchbinaries.constitute over half of 'all the Stars.

Consider a close binary system of two stars of somewhat different masses

on the main sequence. The more massive star_evolves into the red giant stage
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first, and in the, process its swollen atmoophere comes.Under the gravitational

influence of the other member of the binary. When this happens, a sizeable

fraction,and in some cases.alloof the atmosphere of the giant may be .pulled

off by the less tastily. star. This material forms an accretion disk about-

the,latter, star and leaves, behind the hot core of, the former giant, now in

the form of a helium white dwarf.

The star that has accreted the former giant's atmosphere is now more

massive than before, and Its evolution to the red giant phase is considerably,

speeded up. When it expands to the red giant configuration,'its envelope camel

under the gravitational influence of the WD companion and may be captured by

the latter, reversing the original exchange of matter. When this happens, the

star that hasrecaptured its. envelope Slay be able to proceed on its evolutionary

course,Jand if it is massive enough to undergo a second stage of red giant

expansion (when He burning ceases in the core), another transfer of envelope

may take place.

The 'extent of envelope transfer and the number.of times it can take place

depends upon the masses of the stars of the binaiy system and upon their opera-

tion. -With these additional variables the variety of potsible evolutionary

scenarios becomes quite large indeed, But there are still more potsibilities-

to complicate the picture Suppose one of the stars becomes a supernova which

can eject a considerable amount of matter.rrom the system. If the mass ejected

is less than half the total mass of the system, the binary stars will remain

together as a binary,albeit with quite eccentric orbits. If the eject mass

exceeds the above limit, the binkry system will be disrupted and each star

will go its way as a relatively high velocity single star.



A
,Under proper conditionscretion of mass by one member of the binary

. \ .

can lead to formation a blaci\h6le. At the present time the most likely

X
.

oandidate for an obeerVe black ho a, is an x-reY'emitting binary, Cygnus X.

k
Such a star must originally have been too massive to form a degenerate core,

\

and in a supernova, explosion it must have formed' acore too massive to .

\ .
,

stop at the neutron star stage.\\ SuCh Stare were probably initially above

\ \

.3 Ma, though this lower limit is\rather\uncertain at our present state of

knowledge.
., \

. ,.

\

In the process of accreting its partner's a star pulls the

acquired-gas rapidly onto Its. hot surrice., \and, the .proceas is often energetic

enough.to produce copious x-ray emission.. T us many binary stars should be-:"\
Come strong x-ray emitting sources duringaccretion phases of their. vOlUtion.

If one member has evolved into a black hole should be a particularly

vigorous x -ray emitter since the gas accreted by the black hole is accelerated
\

to near the velocity of light as it approaches tie black hole surfaCe", and

collisions'between such energetic gas atoms produce not only hard x-rays but

gaimarays as well. .\

Accretion under less dramatic circumstances cert. also produce rather

spectacular results in the form of nova ol.tbursts: Ablirae are believed to

occur only in close binary stars, and current Opini*ascribes theseimpres

v

1.

sive mass ejections of novae to explosive burning' of hydrOgen that is rapidly::

aOcreted.onto a very hot core such as the He white-dwarf left after initial.

envelope transfer. Nova explosions are far less-energetic than stiPernova

events,.andthey eject relatively small amounts of<matter, of the order of

.0.146 or less, This mass ejebtion can be accounted for by accretion theOries,
.

but it should be emphasized that present- thdoieticalTunderstanding of details_
. .

of binary evolutionjs in an early state, and much work remains before the com-

plications of the life histories of these stars are unravelled satisfactorily.



STELLAR STRUCTURE AND ITS DETERMINATION

I. Introduction

Men's ability to deduce the structure and conditiOns of tempereture,and

pressure inside a star that.can only be observed from a great distance must

surely rank as one of the crowning achievements of twentieth, century science.

Present knowledge of stellar structure and its change with time rests upon. CI
0

, c

large base of astronomical observation and makes use of knowledge from many.

branches of physics.

The term stellar structure properly includes both the study.ofhe interior'

of a star and its outer layers or atmosphere, and since these two topicsemploy

different methods of study, there has been a divison of the subject into two

special fields, interiors and atmospheres. Most of what we know about, a-star is-

learned

. -

from the light that it emits, and this lightls generated in the outer

reaches of the star, in its atmosphere. 'It is therefore of vital importance to

understand. the procesies that.g.o on in the atellaritmosphere in order to. be

.

0

able to relate the observed parameteilvsuch as luminosity, effectivetemperiture,.

and chemical composition to these variables Aeeper inside the star. Theiitellar.

atmosphere is a boundary layer between the interior and the space into which the

''star.radiates such information as we are ptiveleged to.receivei and the pro-
.-

pet-ties of this boundary region must be understood if we are to be able to inter-

pret observations in teris,of interior structure.

By goodfortune, it-turns out that we don't need very detailed-knowledge

.about the properties of the stellar atmosphere-to deduce rather goodmodels of

By most stars we mean those on or near

the main sequence, the white dwarfs, and'red giants early stagesof their
..

the internal structures-of most star

evolution away from the main sequence. The distended atmospheres of older red

giahts andepeeial features of the atmospheres of some other types Of stars in



lite stages of evolution play iMportent roles in determining the deeper!stri0-

tures of these star... Details of the atmospheres of such stars must be taken

into their structures are to be reliably deduced. We:shall confine.

ourselves to the study of the internal structures of normal, main sequence stars

for the most part, and for these the effect of the atmosphere can be eimuleted.

rather simply. We shall elsobe,interested to see how the interior of,a star

changes with time as more and more of its hydrogen fuel supply becomes converted.

---by nuclear fusion into helium and heavier elements. These evolutionary effects'

of exhaustion of the nuclear fuel can be followed as the star leaves themin

sequence. Results of extensive computer-aided calculations of the changing,

structure of,the star -=give -a picture of the various scenarios. a star may be

expected to follow in its later life depending upon iti initial mass and coca-

This:constitutes the basis of:stellar evolution. ,The main

topic we will pursUe, however,,-is an exposition of.the generaAnethod br.vhich

details of the internal-structure of a main sequence star can be found. The

physical basis for theie calculations turn out to be disarMingly simple, in

once the basic stellar structure equations have been derived, mainly through

straightforward'physical reasoning, they can be used to calculate some simpW:,

stellar models. -

A stellar model is here taken.to mean' the radial dependence of several,'

pertinent variables, usually temperature, pressure, density,. composition,'

the net - energy flow outward through a spherical surface at"radius.'r within the.

star;' The mass contained-.: within radius r is also generally determined asla-
,-

function of r. These variables presented either in tabular or graphical form

constitute a stellar model,

2



The object of stellar interiorealculations is.to devise a model Whose

total mais.M,. lnminosity,.L and surface temperature, T, correspond with a

real obse wed star. It might be suspected that many different models could,

give the same M, L, and Ts. If this were the case, how could the correct model,

be identified, if indeed there were a "correct" model? Under these circui-

stances it voulg, be hard to do any meaningful btellar interior astrophysics.

The field of model calculations would lack the mssentiar requisite of any good

science, namely unique contact with observation. Fortunately fOr.the. develop-
.,

mast of our knowledge of stellar interiors. and evolution, itturni out that

with i'fev rare-pathological exceptions, the structure of a Star iekuiisuelt

determined by its total mass and chemical composition. Thus, we are assured

that if we can calculate a model that gives the same observable properties as

.a real star, e:g., M, L, Ts, and composition,y, this model will be unique,and **1

...-

therefore the correct structure of the corresponding real star. Thiw.uniqueness.

theorem is due to Vogt and Russell and is a consequence of the mathematical

structure of the equations that determine. the equilibrium internal structure

of a"star. A more detailed discussion of the Vogt-Russell theorem arid its

limitations can be found in Cox and Guili.
(1)

Observational Base

Let us-consider briefly the astronomical ebseryationi on,stars that make

up the-database upon which the theory of stellar structure rests and against

vhich*the results of such theoretical calculations must be.tested: These ob-
r) .

servations can,be grouped into several classes:

55.

'a. Masi

Stellar masses are determined from peasurements of,the dynamics

of binary star systems. The measurements include a variety of

of different. types of,normal stare,but the number of.preciie
5 .



measurements i6 not very.iarge,.numbering perhaps a few' hundred

so this body of; observational data is :Aither limited.

Luminosity

The inverse square law applied to the apparent brightness of a

..star observed photometrically on til*th gives italuMxpositY,

provided its distance is known provided that its total radiant

energy is measured by the alitronmer. Usually, the total radia-

tion cannot be measured,.but only the radiation falling into a

limited wavelength range. in this,cacethe total radiation can

usually be inferred from the spectre' distribution of the radia-

Von actually measured in the restricted region of the spectrum:

Except for relatively nearby stern whose distance can be measured

accurately by triangulation (some 6c00 stars), stellar distances

must be determined by various indirect method's subject to more

or less.ertor. In the matter of deducing the total radiation of

a star vier the whole spectrum from Photometric mensuremerits made

in the visible part of the spectrum, there is eonsiderablefroom

for error especially for very hot sitars that radiate much'ultrar

violet light and for cool, red stars that emit much infimred radia-

tion.

c. Temperature

The surface temperature of a star (actually-the.temporature of the

relatively thin'ahell, the-photosphere, where the-visible radiation

of.the.ster originates) can be deterained by 'observing the co7,6r:.

temperature, or by deducing the temperature from relative intensi-

.,

ties ofeeveral spectral lines, or from a knowledge of the star's

'radius (rarely known from independent measurement, with the notable

;



exception of. the -Sun). Tha.surface temperature .is most often.

found by measuring the colOr temperature ..i.e., the temperaturn

. of a blackbody-that'would have thtame cOlorispectral

bution) in the visible region of the speetruM aSthe star under..

obiervation.: The temperature'inthe,interior of s stet 1elov:
.tho photosphere is 'inaccessible to observation, of-coursei.

d. Radius

Except for the Sun vhosediameter can be measured by triangulation

and a small number of nearby stars, mostly large red giants, Whom*

diameters have been measured interferometrically, and inuMber:

of eclipsing binaries whOse-light.curvss give the diameters of

the components,'we have no other direct.observational,knowledge

of stellar radii.. However, the luminosity surface temperature,

and iadius are related by the Stefan-Boltzmann law, L w Itir a R

This assumes that the star radiates as a blackbody which is a

reasonably good assumption for the majority of main sequence stars.

Departures fromblackbody.radiation can be taken into acCount'by

defining'an.effective blaikbootYtemperature Teft* to be used in.

place of Ts., In 'either case the stellar radiusix related for

. .

luminosity' and. temperature by a'Stefam4oltzmann type of equation.

e. Chemical. Composition,

The Vogt-Russell theorem identifies composition and mass, as the

main.factori that determine the structure of,a star, so:the" role

of composition is certainly of great imPortanceet_is7unfortunate.

that only the surface composition can be determined by oiliservi

tion Stellar spectroscopy is used to determine the surface cm-

pbsition.and it is apPliedin muc4 the.same way as it is. used in



the laboratory to identify elements and:simplemoleculea from'.

the wavelengths of their. characteristic spectral.lines or ban

These are seen in stellar' spectra Mainly in.absorption-(or

ocdasionallYI as emission lines in Biome very hot stars). The

strengths of the 'ftbsorption'linesin a stellar spectrum

giveAuentitative information about.the concentrations of.varolis

elements in the.outerl4yers of a star, but one mustrely.upon

educetedlguesswork to obtain from this.surfaee,coMpositiOn an ideW

of the internal composition. The two -are 'related'in different

Vsys'indifferent-types of stars, depending to's,- large degree upon.

the amount .of mixing of the surface with underlying material thro

A
the action: of turbulence and convection: In some Stars this mixing

`is_importint, and in others:it. is not. It is therefore a matter

for expert judgment to relate obseried chemical abundanceslat the

surface of e.given star with the interior composition needed to

determine unambiguouslythe stars internal Structure. The simplest

assumptionls that the.steller material is Well mixed in the early

stages of formation of the itar:and that the star begins life.on:

the main sequence with a homogeneous composition., uniform through

out and the'same as that observed in later life in its surface

layers. This means simply. that the observed surface compoiitiOn

is assumed, to be the same as that of the interior of the star-then

it begins life Onhe main sequence and starts converting hydrogen,

into helium near its center.

As-time goes on,the internal compositiOn viIL,change, of coursq,.

becaUse fusion converts.liighter elements into heavier ones, but

these processes proceed at definite and predicti,,Ile rates. If



we know the initial composition, wean, keep track of bow it

.changes with time'at every point in the Star.- We rely. upon the

`absence of nuclear processes in the,outer layers'of the:star to

preserve the primordial.composition there where the astronomer

can 'measure it spectroscoiically. This scenario CoeS not poid:

'universally, but it appears yell justified in..themajOrity of

stars and serves as a Useful working hypothes1:-. .0n the basis

of spectral analysis of stellar light ve expect the mass concen-

trations of most stare to consist primarily of hydrogen (1370%).

and helium (m25-30%) with relatively little (43%) of heavier

elements, chiefly neon, oxygen, nitrogen, with still'smallcr

amounts of carbon, magnesium, silicon, sulfur, and iron (a0.1%

each)... Other elements than these are usually present only in

trace amounts. in the outer layers of the star, but deep inside

where nuclear transformations take place, the heavy elements mays'

build up appreciable concertrations in time.

Besides the observed features listed abovelthere ere others of a generally

different character whose:bearing upon the subject of stellar structure is
. .

either less 'direct or less well understood at present. Among these are the sur-

face magnetic fields and rotational rates of stars. Most stars have small

magnetic fields similar to the field of the Sun and amounting to less than

about 100 gauss at the poles. Some stars, however, have strong fields in the

kilogauss range, while fields at the surface of white dwarfs are thought. to

range from.=105 to as high as 108 gauss.

Stellar magnetic fields are measured spectroscopically byobserving the

splitting of spectral lines through the Zeeman effect. Technically the'mea

surements are very'difficult except in the stars with very strong fields

IL)
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because in most weak-field stars, the spectral lines are not very sharp. They

are broadened- by effects. of collisions and thermal velocities, byturbulent

motions of the photosphere, and by Doppler shifts originating from stellar ro-!.-

tatiOn. The Zeeman splitting isicenerally.only a minor contributiOn to overall

line shape, in such stars sad is obtainable with considerable uncertainty oelY

after all the other broadening effects-have.been sorted out and quantitatively

accounted for. It is fortunate for progresainthifield of stellar. interiors

that the Magnetic field of a star seems to play only a small role in determining

r
the internalstructure,of a 'normal star. _Present knowledge about the origin of

the field in a star like the Sun indicates that_the field originates from con

vective motions.of ionized material. fairly far out attar the photosphere, at

vortinvolving lesathantheOuter 20% of the Sun's radius. In this region the

interaction. of the field with the turbulent gas should affect the scale and

detailed dynamics of the,turbulencei Considering how little we know at preterit

about turbulehce in general, it is' safe to say that magnetic interactions do

not seem to play a major role in determining the structure of the outer convec-
O

tive layers'of a solar type star. Whether, this, holds true for stars with sue&

stronger fields As open to debate.

Rotation, has been grouped with magnetic fields for a good reason. The taeo

Appear to be intimately connected, and in
(2)the case of the Sun, Parker has

shown in detail how the solar field arises out. of dynaio effects driven in part

by differential rotation of the various layers ,1:1 the Sun. It is aliso strongly

suggestive that the strong-field stars are all rapid rotators as wen. In

fact, observation reveals that the younger more massive hot blue stars (those

"earlier" than spectral type; A, haviw surftle temperatures >80001c and masses

greater than.aboutiSSolar masses) are the rapid rotators end include all the.

known strong-field stars". Rapid rotation, besides giving rise to strong fieldi

,which should influence convictive, turbulent regions of the star, also makes the

star non-spherical., Rapid rotators art oblate because of centrifugal forces

8
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and can bulge very considerably-at the equator. This means-that the spherical

slametry that-ia so helpful' in reducing complexity of the'general equilibrius

structure equations no longer holds, and the structure calculatioaslecome much

more difficult. Even so, in the cases in vhich rotational distortion hail been

taken into'account, the structures do not differ greatly from the non-rotating

stare. Rapid rotation might be expected to influence the rate of mass loss

from stars via the "stellar wind ", a counterpart of the solar wind of matter

ejected from the Sun. Mass loss is particularly pronounced in the hotter, more

massive stars where the radiation pressure it so great due to the high radiation

density at the surface of the star that significant amounts of matter are

blown &vv. Rapid rotation should,enhance this mass loss from the equatorial

regions of the star where centrifugafforce aids radiation pressure.

Observationally, stellar rotation is measured by the symmetric .broadening

of spectral lines. due to the Doppler shift. Every.surface element of the star

is either. approaching or receediniefeoi the observer at a velocity which depends

upon its position on the stellar surface, upon the rotational velocity ot

starand upon the angle between the observer and the axis of rotation t.,Z the

star.. It is possible, by seperating this rotational part of the spectral line

shapes from other sources ofine broadening, to arrive at a star's rotational

velocity. The data actually give n sin 8 where Q is the rotational velocity

and 0 is the inclination of the axis of rotation. Statistical' studies of.large

groups of stars of similar type serve to seperate D from 6 since the latter may

be assumed distributed randomly over all Angles. Mass loss can sometimes be

measured directly, the best case being planetary nebulae that have ejected name

in the form of a visible shell hose extent can be seen and whose density can

be inferred from spectroscopic data on the shell radiation. Mass loss.from

certain other types of stars much Athe very luminous, young blue-0-stars and



the older, post main-sequence.*-giante can often be deduced from spectral .=

measurements of gas ejection velocities, ag&in making use of the Doppler scion

There remains to be mentioned one unique observational means for "seeing"

into the center of a star, neutrino astronmy. Ieuttinoe are ejected in the

.Agiclear fusion processes that provide.a star's energy, and the rate and.energy

of neutrino emission are calculable. Since neutrinos are hardly stopped at all

by matter, they travel outwards from the center of'the.star quite unimpeded

and off. into space. The Sun is.a close enough source, and the only source clos

enough, to generate a measureable neutrino flux on Earth. Measurements of

this flux are very difficult because of its small interaction with matter, but

Davis and his coworker. (3). have succeeded in. establishing the fact that the

solar neutrino flux is at least a factor 4 lass than that predicted by current

models of the Sun, and therein lies amimportant current problem in astrophysics

to be solved.

Finally, all of the-observational information implicitly contained in the

H-R diagram constitutes,a primark pool of data against Which to test theoretica.

stellar models and their evolUtion with time The H-R diagram is really quite:

a restrictive Obsevaticnal constraint. Any valid stellar model. must fit sone--

where on this diagram in regions where real stars are found', &writ must con-

form to the other known properties-of.real stars in that partt\of the diagram.

It Must, for example,- also fit the observed mass- luminosity relation for real

stars, another restriction on-.possible models'.

III. Equations of Stellar Structure

physicalAs in most other branches of physical science the astrophysical determin-

ation of stellar structure and evolution proceeds by & regular interplay between

theory and observation. Starting with initial, reasonable assumptions about'

chemical composition, ,a model,star is calculated, and its mass, luminosity,

10



surface temperature and any other observable properties are calculated and

checked agilnst observed stars to see whether the model star matches am real

star. If not, the assumptions are changed, a new model is. calculated,

is again,cOmpared with-the gamut of real'stars.. When the model,matchesa real

star, the-Vogt-Russalitheorem assures its correctness provided conditions for.'

the applicability of the theorem are met. These are'quite general, and -the

theorem almost always holds:.

We now. proceed to develop the principle. equations that govern the interior

structure of a spherically symmetric star in equilibrium. By equilibrium ir

mean 'that structural changes.may take place 'but only slowly on a time scale

ofat least the order of 107 years which is the time it takes z star like the

Sun to readjust itself by the action of gravity to:small structural disturbancei

This time scale is called the Helmholtz- Kelvin, contraction It'is

one of several. important stellar time scales and the one which measures the

relaxation time of a star for departures from energy balance (i.6t., thermal

.equilibrium). It is in order of magnitude,

Tinc 0 Eih

where-Kth is the total internal thermal energy of the star. If.the star has no

strong'Magnetic fields, and if its internal energy is made up mainly of non-

relativistic,, monatomic particles,. Eth can be evaluated in terms of M and 1 for

the star. The resulting expression is approximately

x 107 (11,e )2
(Le) (1s)

yearsM R (2)

where Me, Le, Re are respectively -the solar mass, luminosity, and radius. The

significance of Tinc is that the radius of a star adjusts to non-equilibrium

conditions at the rate

R(t) = R(o) a -t /THK

11
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Another time scale of interest to us is the nuclear time scale, TN$ that

measures the time it takes for the properties of a star to change significantly

as a result of nuclear reactions in the interior. This time, too, will have

dimensions of in energy divided by the luminosity, in this case'lli/L where

is. the available nuclear energy. For a star that derives its energy !rasa

conversion of 111 to Heh, a process with an efficiency of 0.7% of the total

mass-energy Mc2, one would expect. El to be proportional to .007' Mc2. The pro-

portionality factor is about 0.1 because it has'been found that normal main-

sequence stars begin to change into red giants when about 10% of their mass

has been converted into helium.. Thus we find

TH = 7 x 10-4 Me at 101° (11 (LO) years
Me L

Thus'T
N.

and T- are of. the order of.1010 years and 2 x 107 years respectiveMC

for a starlike the Sun, though for very 'massive stars both time scales became

much shorter. With the-help of the observed mass-luminosity relation, L can be.

eliminated from these tine scales. The M-L relation is usually given in the form

L a Mn where n depends somewhat upon mass and ranges from about 2.75 for by

! mass main-sequence stars to about 4 for stare more massive than about 0.6 M
e

.

Observational data on stellar radii also lead to the empirical relation R'a Ma

where a also varies but As approximately 1 for main-sequence (MS) stars more

massive than =0.6 M
e

. With these M-L, M-R relations the time scales can be ex-

pressed in terms of M alone:

T 2 x 107 C40)3 years

= 1010 14e)3 years 0

.12

(5)



or INK 4 -

10-3 for all Wstars more massive than qt0.6
Ti es

4.normal star can therefore adjust its structure to achieve energy balanO

and' hydrostatic equilibrium on a time scale'that is very short compared with

the scale of' major evolutionary changes, lre: This conclusion- establishes

the validity of treating normal stareaanequilibrium" objects bound together

by gtavity on one hand'andprevented.from collapsing on the other hindby the

outward flow of energy from nuclear 4Ourcesiin7the interior and by the immense

pressures generated in the star by the thermal energy it contains.
.

This quasi-equilibrium property of the star greatly simplifies calcula

tion ofits structure, for it allows. us to apply. relatively simple static:44ga-

tions to the.interior. .Consider first the requirement that the'star be in

hydrostatic equilibrium which means that a given,blob of gaseous material in ."

the star is at.rest, balanced by the inward pull of gravity on one hand and by

the outward buoyant.forces of:the pressure:gradient.on.the other. This.bubyant

force is exactly analogous to the familiar buoyant. force in'any fluid. Archimede

Principal says that this force is equal to the weight of the displaced fluid

which in simply the mass of the fluid times the gravitation acceleration at its

rest position.

Suppose we take as our sample of gas in equilibrium a thin spherical shell

in the star. Let it have radius r and thickness dr as shown in Figure 1:

13
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Figure 1. Thin spherical shell inside a star for which conditions of aquili-.
brium are applied.

Let the material within this shell have density, p(r), temperature, (r), and

pressure, P(r). The mass, dM(r),'of material in the shell is. given simply by

dM(r) 4w r2 e(r) dr (6)

and the weight (i.e., gravitational force acting on the shell) is just g(r)dM

where g(r) is the gravitational acceleration acting at radius rI

In a sphericilly symmetric distribution of matter the gravitational pull

at any point r from the center is as if all the matter inside a'aphere,of

radius r were concentrated at the center. If G is the gravitational constant

(6.67 x 10-8 dyne cm2 gm - ?), it follows that the gravitational force on (dM)

at rls, making use of'(6),.

Fg GM(r) dM(r) = 4w GM(r) e(r) dr
.

r2

where kW is all of the mass lying within radius r; that is,

(7)

M(r) = frdii(r) fr 4ii r20(r) dr (8)

The buoyant force on dM(r) is supplied by the difference in pressure between

the inside surface of the shell where the pressure is P(r) and the outside

3_4_



surface of the shell Where it is-P(r + dr) -= P(r) + AP 4.. :Pressure, being

foice per unit area, exerts a total outward force of 4w r2 P(r)on the inside

surface of the shell and a net force, due to the pressure gradient, dP(r), of

F = 47r r2 dP(r)
(9)

It is this net outward force.on the shell,that is balanced by.the inward pull

of gravity given by (7). At equilibrium, therefore (7) and (9) must be equal,
.

SO

dP(r) = -G M(r) f(r) dr.

r2 (10)

The minus sign has'been added to signify that the pressure decreases as r in

creases. It must eventually go to zero at the "surface" of the star.

This equation (10) together with (6) or (0) defining M(r) take '44 tiro:of'
. .

the fourprincipal equations that determine a normal' stellaretructUre.

The third structure equation deals With the energy generation in the star

and its connection with the total outward energy flow,.L(r). This quantity

will be called the luminosity at r by analogy with the total energy radiated

by the star.which we have termed its total luminosity; L.

Let c(r) be the rate at which each gramof matter-in tbe shell of radius

r in Figure 1 is generating energy. Then, since there are 4w 7-2 e dr grams

of matter in the
shell-,-the-net-contribution-of-the-shell-tb-the-Iii4dnciiity is

dL(r) = 4w r2e(r) c(r) dr
(11)

This is the principal structure equation and the first so far to introduCe

expliCitly a property of the material of the star: c.

The remaining structure equation deals with the processes by which energy

flows outward'in the star and is therefore expected to contain additional pro-

perties of the stellar matter. The three, principal Modes of energy transport

are radiation, convection, and conduction. We can rule out the latter as

15
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playing only a Irery minor role inmost stars (exceptions will be diecussed.

later).by noting that even at the immense pressures and densities prese#4a,.

. the central-regions of ordinary stars ( reg 1011 stmosPheres and .=164:(gms/cA2

in the Sun) the temieratUres are sufficiently high ( "15 million. degrees in the
0

Sun) maintain matter in very nearly en ideal as state. Likewise conditions

'outward from-the center'also confirm the validity of tholdeal-gaseous state

throughout the star, again,with some exceptions to be .discussed, geself

are known to be poor, condUctorsIsf heat'so.ie expedt.that energy will be trans.
6

ported through agaaeous star either. by radiative transfer. (stepwise, absorption.

and reemission of radiation). or by.cOnvection (turbulent vertical motions of

the gasmith hotter gas from below rising to mix..and.transfer its heat to the

cooler overlying gas, the cooler gas sinking in the process to become further

heated below). Ugually one or the other of these procesSes viii predominate

in a given region of a star, though both may:be going-onwithin the same Star.

The predominance of one form of energy transport over the other in a given.stell
0

shell allows. each process tobe .;:.rested separately and greatly simplifies matters

.Radiative transfer will be considered first. Atomentioned earlier this

mode of,energy transfer involves absorption of radiant- energy by stellar -matter,

followed .by reemission ofAhe energy as radiation again a short time later.

The process is not very efficient if only a single step is considered becauee

very nearly as much energy is reradiated inward as outward from any small region,

bUt the absorption and reemission-is rapid so many steps can take place in

unit tile, and the slight predominance'of outward over inward reemission, a

conseque of the spherical geometry and temperature gradient in the star,.

suffices to make the overall" process an effective means for getting energy to

the stellar surface.

The radiation need not be visible light; indeed, it is. not,.as soonas

. .

one gees a short. distance' into theAter": There-temperituresrise rapidly until.

most of the radiation is v._-iet light, x- -rays, 'and eventually gamma rays

16



near the center. The primary radiant energy given off,in the nuclear fusion

,reactions'is in the form of gamma radiation, and it is, only, after a large

number of absorptions and reemissions that ihe-energy of this radiation is

degraded into the range we familiarly refer to as "light". It is sometimes

4

remarked thatthe center of a.star would appear dark to a human observer.

Thir snot time because other radiative proces'es take place involving charg

pat;it collisions that produce visible light Oremsstrahlung and:Compton

deattering for example) but it'ig-true that the central ration of a star woul
,

.

appear far less, bright' than its temperature would suggest.
C 4

R

The luminosity, LW gives the total energy flowing outward through a

spherical surface of radius r inside the star. The outward energy flux at r

is therefore just L(r) /4W r2. The temperature gradient dT/dr acrosa a shell

Otthickness dr must besufficient to:maintain thii radiant flux. We can get
11.'

the, required dT/dr by simple argument. :

'Consider the radiant energy'flux L(r)/4w r2 as being:propelled outward by

radiation pressure, Prad,,An_much the same vary al hydrostatic pressure- forces

water through a pipe. If the radiation pressure. is Prad at r and
(P-aP)rad

at:r+ dr, then it- is the difference, -dP that rise to, the outward
r4,

flOw of radiation, and this differential pressure must be exactly balanced by

the resistance met by the radiation along its outward piah. The resistance

is provided,by absorption and reradiation processed in the shell dr.

When an.atom absorbs radiation the process conserves momentum, 'so the

.momentum of the absorbed, photon is giien to the absorbing atom.. If, before

it-later reradiates'a photon, It collides with a nearby atom, some of the mo-i

fllentum At picked up from"the absorptionof thr.--photon-Is-transfered--to the

second stoM. This net transfer of momentum. from. photons to gailAutOms von-, .

.stitutea a force acting upon the gasarising out of the'radiation pressure,

A photOn,ofenerki tcafries-mamentUm'E/c which it.transfirs atom
.
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upon being absorbed. We expect, therefore, that one factor contributing to

the .ilsistance"of matter 40 the flow of radiation would be proportional to

L(r)/14,1 r2c (of the form We) ) since thii is the net tomentum carried by the

radiation flux, L(r)./14w r2. A fraction of,this momentum flow is stopped by

'the atoms in dr by.absorption..

Let the opacity of the gas to radiation be designajted by K (Greek letter

kappa, the conventional notation in the stellar interior literature). Thi,

is just the usual mass absorptich coefficient in physics. If abeam of light

passes through a thickness x of matter of density p, the beam intensity de-

creases according to the familiar equation

1(x) . 1( )e-KPX (12)

which is equivalent to saying that dI/I -KOdx. Applying this definition of

K to our spherical shell dr, a fraction Kp of momentunifluk 1,(0/41 r2c is trans.

fared to the gasby absorption in.dr,.and it follows that for this to be balance(

by the. differential radiation pressure, we must have

-dPrad
KOL(r). dr

4w r2c
(13)

Electromagnetic theory provides a simple relation between radiation pres-.

sure, grads and the energy density of the associated radiation field, E I
-rad-

. 0

this is

Prad s Enid I aT3 3

where a = 4a/c.for radiation in local thermal equilibilum at temperature T

(a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant). The differential pressure, dP
rad' is

0
o

therefore simply 1:ST 3
d'', and J13)may,be written

.

-3aKL(r)

dr 16w r2acT3'

rt
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This is the final interior. equation needed if the Star's- energy transport is

entirely by radiation with convection Unimportant., Note that both p and K

vary with r since they are functions of the variables T(p), P(e) , and composi-

tion. The opacity is another coistitutive parameter specifically referring

to stellar matter that his to be introduced:

If the thermal gradient,"dT/dr, is large enough, convection vill develop.

because the underlying gas will be hot enough and'therefore have low enough
_

density compared with the gas in the upper part,of our shell,,dr, fort the

buOyance of the lower M4terial to overcome gravity-.. This).ighter underlying
.

gas will rise through theooverlying gas forming turbulent convective "cells"

that transport.ihermal energy. Fri another point of view,lif (dT/dr)'
radiativi

is. too small (because plc is too maall)"to allow the energy L(r) toescape by,

radiative transfer, the star will find an alternative way for the energy to

get out, and convection is the alternative mode of energy'transfer.

It is possible to devise,a simple criterion to teat whether convection can

'take place at'any given place in the star:. Thi is done by-seeing whether a

blob Of gas of -density and pressure p(r) and P(r) -frOii6eheiaOiTifiesheil

dr would rise or sink if moved outwards by the shell thickness dr and allowed

toexpand adiabatically to the density and pressure of the surrounding gaS at
.

r. + dr.,. If it*nks under these conditions, convection will not take place.

and energy will be transferred by radiation. The criterion that results from

-these conederatiOhs

I 1 (dT) :<
1 11 - 1.) 1.0 I for stability

T dr r1 y. P dr
(16)

If the inequality is not obeyed, convective transport-will predominate. In
ae

this expression y is i:,e'usual ratio of specific heats at constant pressure and

constant volume for the stellar gas (y = c
P
fc ). This ratio enters into.ex-
v

pressioe (16) because.during wiiabstiC,expansion of the test sample of gas
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. moved from r to r + dr no'heat is interchadged with the surroundings, and

- rthe adiabatic expansion law, PVv. Pp constant, must hold.

Once convective transport has been established, a differs-ft expression

than (15) for dT/dr must .bti applied because the enorgy'transport rate is

different. Schwarsschild(4) gives a simple approximate theory for convective

energy flow in-terms of the excess temperature that an adiabatically exioandee
.

. .

volume of gas moved to r + dr has over the temperature. of tha.zurroundigas-

at r +.dr.

If the blob of gam travels on the average a distance the "mixing

length",.before becoming mixed with the surrounding gas and losing both Ito
. -

identity and*the.energy it carries, the'final expresiion for the convectiva

beat flux can. be written(4)

H
COM/. a 1 ec (c04)..)1/2 (AVT)

3/2
Ln2 7(17)V

.

where AVT signifies the excess temperature of the rising gas over its surround-.

ings La above its starting level. This flux.aay.be compared wt4h the radiative

flux;

° Hrad '
L(r) ac /13 dT

41 r2 3 Kp. dr (18)

obtained by rewritingA15). The total flux H s Hrad + H
conv can be solved tor

the actual temperatUre gradient dT/dr using (17)' and (18). When this is done,.
0

.it is found that AVT, the excess over the adiabatic gradient is very, small;
6

of theOrderof one millionth otthe7adiabatic ,gradient ittelf,'or-of the order.

Of only about 10 Von.. A typical velocity v = 30, cm/sec whiCh is

sevefal orders:of magnitude smaller than thermal velocities, insuring that cow.;

-vectlie flow does not upset overall.hydrostatic equilibrium. The convective

heat. flow still contains a parameter, the mixing length, which is difficulttol

evaluate. Schvatzschild and others havetaken
m to be of order 0.1 R. but
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this. is a problem we need not pursue here. Before leaving this brief discus-

sion of convection, it should be remarked that the convection is tvrbulent and

serves to mix thoroughly the contents of any convective region, in a star so

the. region is pratically uniform in composition.

Since tVT is so: small compared.vith the adiabatic gradient,

a

the latter can

((IT) T dp

dr ad y P dr (19)

.

be used in place of (dT/dr)rad
from (15) wherever test'(16) shows

. .

convection to be present.

The four (or five; if we include (19)) structure equations, hav! "Sekel..vrttteli

in terms of P, p, and T, but these are.relatid by the equation of stiit *4" en

ideal gas,

which is the way

PKT.

pg

astrophysicists custOmarily.write the more familiar foie

PV = nRT. In (20) k is the usual

is the mean molecular (or atomic)

proton 1.67 x 10
-24

gm. Solving

Boltzmann constant, 1.38 x 10-16 ergs /,

weight of the gas, and H i3 the mass of a

120) for p and substituting into equations (8),

(10), (11), and (15) serves to eliminate p giving

dP
= -G (r) p

dr k r2 1;

(ii) dM(r) s tan H
2 P.

dr .

(iii) 'P

dr 4e

(iv)

(E) i; -3H

de

L(r) P.

rad 16w ack 727 ,a-

(v) (dT) . (1 IdP
1T

p Tr'
conv
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1.1

These equations, together with a kaowledge of k and'e and their depeadence

on P,'T, u, and with suitable boundary conditioniyonabls us.to construct atoll

models.

The boundary conditions Will be dismissed first. They can generally be.,

cast in a very simple form. While it is true that the stellar surface is not

sharply defined, the density does fall to zero rapidly beyond the photosphere

in a.small fraction of the star's radius R. Similarly the temperature and

pressure fall to taro rapidly beyond R, so for cur purposes it is permissible,

to take as boundary-conditions:

P lapis T

M(r) M

L(r) a L

and M(r) a 0

L(r) = 0

P
al Pc.

°c

T = Tc °

at r R

at r 0

(2?)

where 4;he,subscripts c refer to values at the center of the star. The condi-

tions M(r) = L(r) follow from the definitiOns of M(r) and L(r). Since.M(r)

is the mass ';chin a spherical°1surface of radius r it clearly vanishes at

r = 0. Likeriise at -r = 0 there can be nothing left to generate energy so

L(0)

The mean atomic weight m is often.more.conieniently expressed in terms of

the composition. The convection in stellar interior vork,is to express composi-,-

tion,in terms of three variables X, Y, Z vhich are respectively the mass

fractions of H, He, and all heavier atoms in a sample of stellar matter. It

follows that X + Y + Z 1 so only two of these'yariables are needed to specify

the composition.



The reason why specifying only H, He, and "heavier" atoms is adequate 4

in most stellar interior wort'is twofold: (a). in normal, main sequence stars

the nuclear energy generating pltocesses represented by c involve conversion

of H into He and occasionally conversion of He into C12 (i.e., X 41° Y and

41.-Z). The detailed nature of Z is needed only if.one wishes to study the

processes ofnucleosyrthxsis by which all the heavier elements are built up in

stellar nuclear reactions; and (b) as oiconsequence of the high temperatures

in stellar interiors the atoms are fully ionised, for the most part, and the

heavier atoms present in appreciable amounts (generally less than 3% by weight)

may be considered completely ionized into bare nuclei plus:free electrons equal

in number to the atomic numberof the heavy nucleus, namely A/2 elections

for elements C12 1,,nd. up which, are the ones of interest.

The molecular weight of a gas iethe.yeight of NA mi 6 x 1023 particles.

If 6 x 102 ttomo of H1 (1 gram) are fully ionized, we have 12 x 1023 particles

and I gram atom of these .(6 x. 1021- particles) weighs 0.5 gram since on average

half will be protons and half electrons. The mean molecular Weight'of ionized

hydrogen is thcmfOre 1/2. Similarly, a gram-atom of He14 (4 grams) when fully
. .

ionized iives'3 x 6 x,1023 particles (each Het& gives 1 alpha particl plue

electrons); thus the mean molecular weight of fully ionized Heleis 3. Finally,

heavy atoms of normal atomic weight A give riseto A/2 electrons per nucleus,

and the mean molecular weight of the fullyionised matter is approximately

2A Y 2. One gram of a mixture consisting of X gms of hydrogen, Y gramA of

A+1 7

helium; andl'grams of heavy "atoms",' fully ionized, produces 2 1,particles

from H1 plus .Uparticles from He .plus (Al2) Z particles from heavierAtoms
4H AH

Where H is the mass in grams of a single hydrogen atom. The mean molecular

weight of this. gram of matter is by definition the weight of 6 x 1023 particles:

23,



Since imo6 A 1023, it follows that is 1/H divided by the SUR of partlAls

given above, or

s
1

2X 4. 3Y Z (20
I

Tn terms of X, Z,

4
U a 124)

5H,..4 4. 3'

The range of 11 is from 1/2 for pure hydrogen up to 2 for heavy matter (Z

1 4As H ""41.' He in the deep interior, X decreases and p increases, raising each

gradient dP/dr, dM(r)/dr, dT/dr, and.dL(r)/dr in the basic structure equations;

It is not surprising that the increase in p that results from conversion of

1 4H into He has large effects upon the structure of the star.

Consider the next constitutive variable, the opacity, K. It is clear from

the structure equations, (15) or (2191v), for dT/dr,that K controls the temper-

ature gradient where radiative transfer predominates. In regions of large.

opacity, the energy cannot escape easily. As a result, the local pressure and

temperature rise, causing the star to expand until the energy can get through

the high opacity region at just the rate at which it is produced in the interior.

It is clear, therefore, that the structure of the star' will depend in a sensi-

tive way upon the (Opacity, for if K changes, the star has to.readjust'itself.

throughout in such a way as to allow the energy generated in the deep interior

to get out without beineblocked. anywhere. The opacity is .expected to depend-
,

upon P, T, and composition and 4111 vary widely between the center: and surfaces

of a star.-

Accurate values of K as functions of the variables aee too complex to be

represented by a simple analytical formula. For detailed structure work,

values of K.are tabulated as functions 'of 13,1, X, Z, and used in-that fora in
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computer calculated stellar Diode's. HoWeverf analytical representations can

be obtained which are sufficiently accurate for approximate'strueture deter-

minations and which have a fUrther advantage in shoving clearly the functional

dependence of K upon T, and composition.

Except near.the surface, temperatures are so high in normal stars that

the atoms are moptly fully ionized, and the stellar material consists mainly

of bare nuclei, chiefly protons and helium nuclei, plus enough electrons'io

give electrical, neutrality. Theseelectrons mMy be free (not bound to any

nucleus) or bound'temporarily tos nucleus until a sufficiently energetic photon.

comes along to free it by photoionization. Such bound-free transitions consti-

tute_one of the most important processes contributing to opacity: In fact,

bound-free transitions ordinarily contribute the dominant term in K.

Next in importance are free-free transitions. An electron in an unbound

state in the vicinity of a positively charged nucleus travels in.a hyperbolic

orbit. If it encounters a photon, it can be.shifted,to a 'different unbound

(hyperbolic) orbit with absorption of energy from the photon. Such a protease

can only take place near another interacting particle (the positively charged

--------nucleus--in-this---case)--1-n-order-for-momentiiiiCtirbT--c-Offierved. Finally, free

electrons can scatter electromagnetic radiation by the Thomson scattering pro-
.

cess. Inthe cooler stellar envelope, the more familiarbound -bound transition,
.

can take place, giving rise to more or less sharp absorption lines whose.wave-.

lengths are characteristic of the absorbing atom. *it this process is of

"._
negligible Importance in the interior.

The bound-free and free-free transitions are much more important than

electron scattering in most stars, and it.is podsible to express the b-f and
a

f-f contributions to K analytically by a formula first obtained by Krameri.

We will not deriie the Kramers opacity fOrmula.but will simply present it

and mention the physical origin of the various factors that appear in it.:
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Kbf u 4 x 1025 (16) t145 (1 x) Z as

(25)

m 4 x 1022 g g3
T 65

(1-Z) (1 + X

The numerical factors are made up of physical constants suA as e, 12, me, ce

etc. The opacity would be expected to be proportional to the density of the

gas,. p, since absorption is certainly proportional to the number of absorbers

:14,41 the light path. The temperature fadtor enters in a different way. One may

say that at higher temperature the radiation pressure is higher so the radio,-

tion,flows more easily through the matter leading to reduced opacity. Or one

may argue that as T. increases,b-f absorption must decrease because the chance

is smaller tor a given atom to have an electron temporarily in a bound state

at any instant. The f-f absorption would also be expected, to be smaller at

higher temperature where the electron kinetic energies are higher, the hyper-.

bolic paths are straighter, and the electrons are farther from the nuclei on

the average, giving a reduced interaction necessary to conserve momentum' in

the process. All of these ways of looking at the effect of T lead to the ex-

----pectation-of-an-ifiverse relation between K and T. The calculations of Kramers

-show the dependence. to vary approximately as T-375.' The Gaunt factor, g,

arises from the wave nature of the electron and is nearly unity. The "guillotine

factor", t, was introduced by Eddington to take into account the fact that once

an atom has undergone abound -free transition, it is for a time unable to-repeat-

this process until it later acquires a replacement bound electron again. This

effect acts to reduce the absorption below that which would exist if every

atomwere available for b -f absorption at all times. The guillotine factor

depends upon the amount and relative abUndancescof the heavy' elements, upon

the density, end upOn the temperature in a complicated manner, so the, values

c.

26
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of t are usually tabulated. .Simpler approximate analytical formulas for t.

are sometimes used in less detailed calculations. For Our purposes it is

sufficient to take g and t both of ordir unity.

At by densities and high temperatures scattering of radiation by free

electrOni (Thompson scattering),can dominate orarr b-f and'.f-f transitions

which require close proximity between electrons and.ions. Thompson scattering

gives a simple contribution to the opacity.

K u 0.19 (1 + x) A26)

This is proportional to the number of free electrons, 1/2 (1 + X),. as would be

expected. The number of electrons is simply the sum of contributions,

+ (3. + I., of electrons from X gma of hydrogen, Y gma of

Re, and Z gas of heavy elements Remember that H in the denominatorof the

summation is the mass of a proton or the reciprocal of Awagadro's number .

.Figure 2 below shows the ranges of.T and p in which the various kinds of

opacity dominate.

10S

S.
Election

To scattering

4

V0
Ar
' Conduction by

ifS degenerate electrons

f or f.-f

transitions

TO >2 0 2 4 6

log e
Figure 2. Temperature density diagram for opacity. The run of p, T for the

Sun is shown.



. This figure includes a form of conduction that can be important in regions

of very high densities where the electrons are packed so closely that they

become degenerate is they are in ordinary metals at low temperatures. Under,

these conditions. heat can be transferred by conduction via the degenerate

electrons in much the same way as heat is conducted in, a metal. this proceis

is very efficient and leads to nearly isothermal conditions throughout the-

1

',degenerate region. Electron degeneracy is commonly found in white dwarf star

in the cores of low mass stars late in life, and-in massive red giant cores

after conversion of H1 to Hell ,has ceased in the core.

In ordinary main-sequence stars there are two main processes by which H

is fused into Hell. In stars less massive than about 1.2 H
e
central temperat

and densities favor the proton-proton chain whose principal reaction steps

are given below with the energy released in each reaction:

H1 .41. H1 D2 e+

D2 + H1 He3 + V

1.44 Mev (1.4 x 1040 yr

5.4914ev (6 sec)

He3 He3w- Hell +.2111 + v 12.85 Meer (106yr)Cl .

(27)

et+ is a positron and is a neutrino. The times in parenthesis are the mean

times between reactions for conditions in the center of the Sun. For example

a proton will live:, on the average for 1.4-x 1010 yrs before it undergoes a,

collision with another to forma deuteron in the first reaction. The D2. has a'

mean life of only '6 sec before it is converted to He3, end so on. There are

other branch reactions in the set, 'but the three shown above are the main ones.

These generate a total of 26.7 Mev of energy per He rormed (2 each of the firs

two reactions must take place to provide thetwo_He3 atoms for the final reacti

Each neutrino carries away .26 Mev, leaving 26.2 Mev per He4 to contribute to

the itar a luminosity.-
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In more missive stars in which central temperatures exceed N 15 x 106' °K.

the following cycle of reactions beuomes the dominant energy generating process.

This. set of reactions comprise the carbon cycle, sometimes known as the 00

bi-cycle since C, I, and 0 are ill involved.

C12 + H1 + v 1.94 May (1.3 x 107. yr)

+ e+ v 2.22 Mev (7 min)

c13 4."Hl + v 7.53 Miry. (2.7 x 106'YO'
(28)

N14 + H1 --,1..04.5 v 7.29 Miff (3.2 x ,/..OP yr)

015 + + v 2.76 Mev (82 sec)

'15 + 111 + ge4 + v 4.97 MT (1.1 x 105 yO

About one in 2500 of the last reactions produces an 016 and gives rise to

the following set of reactions which are not very important from an energy pro-

duction standpoint but do illustrate the first steps toward building heavier

elements:

N15 4. N1 ---ib.016. v

016 + H1 v

F3.7 + e+ v

017 + H1 1114
Hell

(-29)-- 7-

,

The carbon cycle uses as a catalyst since it eventually regenerates the

012 except on the rare occasions when the second set of reactions takes place.

The main reaction is again fusion of four protons to forma Hell nucleus. Energy

released in this reaction is 25.0 Mev, a little less than in the p-p chain be-

cause more anergy is lost through neutrino emission in the carbon cycle whose

neutrinos are more energetic. The mean reaction times in (28) are again for

solar celtral conditions and vary widely with temperature and density. But they

give a rough indication of the slow, overall rate determining steps.
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A third kind of, nuclear energy generation-process will be mentioned brie

the triple-alpha process by which 3 He411Uclei fuse, to form C12 in a,two-step'-

process with Beg as the intermediate product. This process only goes at very,

high temperatures, above 108 °K, because the strong coulomb repulsion force be-

tveen two He4 nuclei requires a large thermal energy to overcame it'duringa,

collision in order that the nuclei. can approach ciose enough for the strong,

short range, attractive nuclear forces to operate.

The rate of energy generatiOn, C by any of the above proceisei must C012'

tain several factors which can be justified by simple physical. arguments.

we note that collisions must occur between two nuclei, such as two pro'

tons, if m nuclear reaction. is to occur. In fact these collisions must bring,

the nuclei within the range of th*: nuclear forces.(a 16713cm) for a reaction to

occur. It follow that one of the factors in C must be the number of times

per second, ma the average, that one kind of nucleus collides with"ancther.

Let the distance between nuclei for

denoted by d. This may be thought of.as

of-s: given-nuc3.eue; if it comes within a

capable of reacting, a re:ction limy take

interaction'via nuclear forces be
o

the radius of the "sphere of influence"

distance d'of another with which it is

place. As a nucleus of one kind, say

typel, moves about at velocity v, it sweeps out a "cylinder of influence" of

volume vd2v each second.

d
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If there are 112 nuclei of type 2 per unit volume (with which type 1 can react),

our moving type 1 will encounter 1rd
2
N2v type 2 nuclei per second, and will pass

chmaly
theseAenough to cause a reaction. If the particle density of type 1 nuclei ii

Ni per unit volume., then the total reaction rate must be proportiOal to

ltd2v111 B This can be converted into mass densities by noting that N
1

it pro-

portionalportional to pX, and B2 is proportional to pX2 where XI and X2 are the respective

abundances by weight. Thus the reaction rate will be proportional to Ird2p2vv

This 4,an be further simplified by taking into account the wave properties of

matter. The deBroglie wavelength of a nucleon is b /mv, and the collision dis-

tance, d, x.,,st be proportional to the deBroglie wavelength. Thus d is propor-

tional to v-1 and the collision factor becomes einply,e xl x2.

rrY So far only nuclei moving with a single relative velocity, v, have been

Oonsidered. Actually, a distribution of velocitiele is present, and at a temper-

stun; T, the Maxwell-Boltzmann formula for the distribution of velocities in a
0

gas pays that the number of nuclei that have relative velocities, v, is-pro-

eportional to V2T-3/2S wbere p is the reduced mass of\the colliding nuclei

(11-1 1 + m2-1) and k is the Boltzmann constant. This factor must also

appear in the final formula for E.

The colliding nuclei both have positive charges and repel each other

electrostatically. In order to get within range of nuclear forces they must

penetrate this Coulomb barrier. The Coulomb repulsion' is' very strong at dis-

tance of the order 10-13cm,and it would require very high temperatures to pro-

vide enough thermal energy to drive two nuclei this close together. These

temperatures would have to b..t far above those in star Centers were it not for,

the fact that the wave nature of the nuclei permits them to tunnel through a

Coulomb barrier that they-could not otherwise energetically surmount: 'Figure

4 illustrates this.tunnelling process schematically.
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Meal probability
of nuoleen wave
tunnelling thru
barrier.

Coulomb potential barrier

de Broglie wave, associated with nucleon.

aortuoleon of energy B insufficient
. to go over Coulomb barrier

Range nuclear force

Nuclear binding energy

t,

Figure k. Schematic representation of nucleon tunnelling through Coulomb barrier.

The tunnelling- probability, first calcUlated by-Gamow, reduces the number

of effectiie.collisions by a factor proportional to

(7422 ZiZ2.

where Zi and Z2 are the charges on the colliding nuclei, and h is Planck's

constant.

Finally, even.if two nuclei collide and penetrate the Coulomb barrier, a

nuclear reaction will not always take place. To account for this, another factor

I', the "nuclear factor" must be included. It is the prObability that a reaction o

will take place between two nuclei once they are within the range of nuclear.

forces. It depends weakly upon the relative velocities of the nuclei and

Strongly updn the particular nuclear species that are colliding.

When all the factors are put together, the energy production rate, c,

proportional to



a Xi X2 $ etui
Ta/2

id-Irs2Z1Z2)

ck hv

. collision Maxwell-Bolismann tkumpw Nuclear
factor. Tfactor; tutor factor

This expresssion involving exponential terms that depend upon T can be approx-:

imated by much more Convenient forms,

tpp -ApX2Tn :

(31)

(30)

C110
BpXX mei

(32)

where A and Bare quasi-constants, (that is, they change slowly with T), s and

n are exponents that also change slowly with T, and Xcw is the mass fraction of

heavier:materiafthat consists of carbon and nitrogen. Xcw is roughly Z

for solar type atart.

In (31) the exponent n is =6 at T 014 x.106 °K, dropping to. 23.5 at high
6-.

temperatures around 2 x 107'0K. The value of .m in. (32) also varies from u20

at 13 x 106 nK down to^13 at 50 x 106 °K.

In the range of temperatures found in the energy producing core:Of the-Nun,
'f

T =12 to 15 million degrees) n 24 and mt220 while Aoc10-29 ergs/see-gm

and Bv21.6 x 10-142 ergi/sec-gm. Taking Zny
41/

1 Z the energy generation equa-3
-tions for a solat.type star become, approximately,

°
= 10-29 pX2T4 erg te-gm

ECK° ." 5 x 10-143 pZXT26 erg/sec-gm
( 314 )

The much stronger temperature dependence of ekrefiectstbe higher.Coulomb

barrier of the heavy nuclei whose charges are mA/2,A1 being their atomic nuMber,i

6 to

8For'comple"""1/11"4"11e111315rOximatelexpressionfor e3 for the

triple alpha process as given by Schvarzschild (5)
:-

e3c mg 10-248 p2Y3T30
(35)
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al

vhich is valid for T =140 million devrvi. ,s of course the relative

abundance of Ne4.

Figure 5 belay gives the dependences 0:: Ghree els upon T for the

particular choices, pX2 100, Z me .015X, and .;.0 108 for the triple-a1phs'

process:

10

lost

4.S .

lob T

;:e V.*

Figure 5. Nuclear energy generation rates as functions of temperature.

The energies released per gram of transmuted matter (i.e., per gram of Ne4 'or C1'

formed) for the three processes are

EPP zi 6.3 x 1018 erg/gm He4 formed

ECHO = 6.0 x 1018 erg/gm He4 formed (36)

E
3a 6 x 1017 erg/gm C12 formed

With these energy release values and the c'S, it is straightforward to calculate

the rate at vhich.H1 is converted into He4:

dX
Epp ICAOdt
Epp ECHO

dY dX tc3a
dt

E32

(37)

These equations, as Schvarzschild points out, contain-the.tore of stellar

evolution: the changes in chemical. composition produced by.nuclear reactionso

31$
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within a star. The structure must change in response to changes in Xfl Y

according to the Vogt-Russell theorem which says that the structure is deter-.

mined solely by mass (fixed in a given star) and composition which changes
with time.

Now that c his been found in terms of po T, X, Z, it can. be expressed

with the help of the gas law p.m VIE in terms of P, T. X, Z and inserted into. kT

the structure equation (21 iii).. All of the structure equations then depend

upon just 6 unknowns,' Po.T, L(); X, Z. If X and Z are known or inferred from

spectroscopic measurements of the outer layers of the star the number of un-,

isnowns isriedueed to 4 and equals the number of equations (21).

Since the four equations only determine changes in P, T, L(04 M(r) with

radius, the procedure for solving the equations involves assuming:Values of P,
T, L(r), M(i) somewhere in the star.to start with, usually the center or the.

surface, and using the equations-(21) to-calculate varies at slightly different

r. These values are
then.used-tWaprogressively calculate, valueS at another.

nearby r, and so on throughout.the star.

IV. Calculation of-a Simple Stellar Model

To illustrate the method by a simple example, assume 'p is constant through-
out the star. Such a_star would have tobe very younglat an age before any

appreciable fraction of its'hydrogen has been converted into helium. If we

take X = 1, Y = Z 0, we have the simplest possible case.

Next, choose suitable values of Pc, Tc at the center where L(r) and M(r)
0,,

= 0. With these values we will integrate the structure
equations outward, di-

.viding the radius of thestar into a number'of thin shells of thickness hr.

A finer division would give greater accuracy. There is no reason why all the

shellsshould be of the same thickness, but'division into equal tr will be used
in this case for illUstrative purposes. We arbitrarily pick starting values of
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Tc 8 x 10
6

°K and F' = 8 x 1016 dynes/cm2 because these lie in the general

range of values for a star somewhat less than one solar mass. The gam law,

UHPc n .5 x /.67 10-24x x 8 x 1016Pc '11. 60.5 Wed.
1.38 x

Any of the our variables P, T, L(0,11(r) at r can be calculated at

r + Ar by means of a Taylor's series expansion about r. 1'or example,

P(r + Ar) P(r) + ta. 4. 1 d2P I ar1

dr I. r az.

We vial take only the first derivatives (from equations 21) except where they

vanish at r0. In the present example Ar°v111 be chosen to be 100cm, 'mall

enough to give afairly smooth run of the variables.P T, etc.

In the first region, at r 109cm, designited rl,

. M(r1) !tZ r13 pc= 12 2 x 1030 gm.

Since at the center (g-i) m 0, it is necessary-to take the second order tern
dric

in the series expansion:

4d2P) !IT(' [!go Ikr + 02]
3 .dr

2
because

dr

Taking G, 6.67 x 10-8, its value in cgs units, and pc = 60.5, we find

P(ri) = Pc - (3 0p2) r12 = 8 x 1016 - 2 x1015 = 7.8 x 1016 dynes /cat.

The luminosity at r, becomes

ri) = (ddr1-1(1.-1 x r, + 1. (d21,
c 2 d-TA

By (11) (dL/dr)_
c

= 0 since it is proportional to r2 . Again the 2nd derivative

must be used:
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[arpC + r2C + r2p II] 0
dr c

,

Therefore a third term in thaexpansibn is needed. It is

L(r. ) m (19 W
3

3. 3 s) 2pc + terms proportional to r,

Mr.

hwr Pc cc ri3

where we have used Or m r
1
m 109cm, as before.

This star has a relatively low Tc and the p-p chain will be the only im-

portant mode of energy production. Therefore, we can take for c at the center

from Eqm. (33),

cc . (cpp)e m 10-?9 pc

Taking pc m 60.5 gm/cm3 and Tc

and L(ri) ! 4.6 x 1030 erg/sec.

Since T has a maximum at the center

the expansion is required, it is

x 106 K, we obtain c m 2.48 ergs/sec-gm,

(dT/dr)c m 0, and a second term in

1 (daT 2 - 3' IC cPc [11 dL .2Lir)1 2 -KcPc2Ccri2

7 2 (Ar) 32wactc3 .r
ri m

8ac T 3.-

2 2
Therefore T(r1) m To K&)c

8aC Tc3

The opacity Kc must be evaluated before T(r1) can be calculated. Taking the

Kramers value for free-free transitions (b-f transitions may Le neglected whin.

Z gi 0) and adding the electron scattering opacity (equation 26) gives

K 0 0.39 + 8 x 1022 pc = 0.39 + 23.24 . .73 cm 1
Te3.5

a ,a,,

With this opacity T(ri ) ..1.8X 106 °K.
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/n Table 1 all of the above values at r 0, ti er2 x109ca and .at

.

successive Ai so 2 x 107cm intervals are listed; The applicable atructure

formulas are collected below in numeriCal'form -

AN(r) 12.60r2Ar

AP(r) in x 1070/P=UL.Ar
r2

5
) ar (radiativetrinsport)AT

_263 KpL(r

r2 TJ

AT la x 1016 Ar (convective transport)
r2

= .42.6 r2OeAr (38)

10-29 pT4

K .39 + 8 x 1022 23 .5

=, 6.05 x. 1079 -IT!.

OIL! < (0.4AL4 condition for stability against convection.
TAr PAr

r - 8.95 x.10-9 0/5 -1.30 x 1018.T-2'5 convective transpoi

(NOTE:' The formUii-for AT (convective) comas from -§2-= (1 - 1) AP with
Ar Y

(.1k which is.appropriati-for.a monatomic, gas. Replacing AP by

GM(r)p and noting that p gives'the, formula shown. The relations
r2 kr

betweenp.and,P for convective (adiabatic) tranaPortis.the familiar

./r
Adiabatic gas lay p - SCI' ie7.764) with K1 K''donst;;Iiis-ifhich ire

evaluated from partiCular.values of (p, P) and (p, T)oalculated.4n.the

convective region .of Table l'bels.)
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TAM 1: pure hydrogen aode1 star integrated frost r 6.0 outvartlet,

.4

I.

K

4)

.2 .002

.008

.6 4104

.8 ,o6'31

1,0 '.109

convection 1.2
.255

begins

1.4
.415

1,6 .8a

1.8 1.13

60,5 2,48

7,86 ,0046 60.o 2,29

7.57 .014
, 59.1 1.93

1.30 .060 58,0 1.65

7.00 .147
56.9 1.54

6.30 .288
574 .91

3.51 .420 88.0 .14

3.00 .465
83.7

.075

2.31 .468 46.9
.013

i.26 .472

4

nn

3.13

3.92

4.35

4.81

4.94

7.78

82.3

143.6
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This calculation has bebA carried only tsafar as r illi.8 x 101,Pea
. 0

. . .

where P(r) becomes negative. It must go to sero.just'a bit short of thls-
.

... ,

...

radius where T should also become sero as required by the' surfaci boundary
,

, conditions. The fact that both P'ind T do not aimuitaniouel7 beco,ser9

7

-.
for sons r which would then be the star's radius, R is-a sign that the

correct initial conditions'vere not chosen at r 0. This is no surpris4

since Pc anATc were 'chosen arbitrarily for the irst runthrough the cal-
,

culatioa.,A trial and.erior approach could be Adopted, going back to r = 0

and changing the central parameters Pc, Tc ilightly and repeating until
a

T(R) = P(R).= 0' simultaneously.. There are more sophisticated methods for

insuring a fit at the surface(6)., but these viii not be described here.

Our model isunsuccessful in the sense that Our first gimes at initial

conditions did not produce a possible star. It did serve to illustrate the
,

numerical integration of the structure equations considered as finite dif-

ference equations (38) rather than as differential equations (21). The

model also illustrates-the development of a convective envelope-on a radia-

tive core., .Initially at abOutr = 1.2 to 1.4 a suspiciOusly Urge AT/Ar

was found using the radiative transport equation for AT/Ar. When this was

tested by the stability criterion (Eq. ?.6), it-was found'that convection

takes place in this region: -So AT/Ar was recalculated using-the convective

fora of AT/Ar from Equation (38). At every succeeding step this test had to'

be repeated to be sure convection persisted.

Stellar models are generally presented. in tabular form as in Table 1
.

above or in graphical form in which various parameters P(r), T(r), 1,(r),

M(r) are plotted against r. In Figures 6 and 7 below, this is done for our

first trial model.

4o
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Figure 6.: Mass and luminosity variation with radiup for trial model star.
Theario* on`the absOissa shows the politica of the boundary

ti

, between. the tadietiTe'core and the convective envelope.
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Figure7:_ Radial dependence of P., . Ti, :p a trial model star vith radiative
core and convyctivevnvelope. The arrow at r 183 x 1010cm
marks the transition beteen'these regions.
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" .
--In

' Figure Tthebbundambetvesn. radiative and'nonveetile:egions is 4
. 1 ,

,

clearly:indicated.by..themeilted levelling off of theJT(r) function. This. 4'

is to be expected because convection is en effidient means .ef. energy traits-

'oft! end corise.quentiy convective regions. have smaller tsuperatuie gradients

thanadj4ent radiatirsregions. Figure 6 the convective regiop is seen

to lie at about the points-where the luminosity L(i)..coases to increase be-

cause nuclear energy generation has ceased (t:og 0) vheie the.-temperature has

become too, low to sustain:appreciable hydrogen burning.'

The mass -,of the trial model cannot be determined until the model has

been 'adjusted to .give. proper surface conditions; P(R)'il-T(R) b. Figure 6

shove M(r ) is still rising at. 1.8x 101: At this point :K.= 1.13

x 1033 et 0.57 Me so it appears that this model,. properly readjusted, voulk
. ,,..

yield a star of ?I -0.6' -.0.4s-solar masses. Its luminoitity:j youid belt! ..
. _. .,-

` 0.118. x 1033'erg/sec, or about' 1/8 L,t"-and its.. rad.iusrvould be roughly 2 x 1010
<-- . ---: '. , " .

;>
.-; ' .-.. i .

cm,:bc.)about Q.3 Re.. With these rtough'estimates of. L and R, the...effeative ''
. -

. ' 4' . ( ,.
surface temperature becomes ct 80,0000K from the Stefs,n,-Boltemen.n equation.

This would be a very' blue; hot, sub-dvar star, veil below :the main
. .

sequence, and far to the left, in the region generally associated with the- -

central stars of planetaty nebulae.

.._The, general: features of thecurves-in Figures 6 :and .7 are repeated is

t

the folloiring'figUres that illustrate real, detailed Model calculations for ',

main sequence stars of various masses-.
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IFiaure8:
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braphioal representation of.i model.star.cf:

of'CompOsition: X .61)..90, L
. :46

this upPei'main sequence star. Itlas :cconvective:core'indc..

ai

radiative envelope and% energy is. generated mainly; by, the carbon

Cycle. The boundary betweencore and earcelciie x 10'°C
5

Reguat;,...1_,

I

-o

r (lo "on)

Figure : Model star of 0.6 Me B = 6:375 Re of compo sition X = 0.72,

Y Z = 0.02(7), L = 0.4 Le for this star which has a ridia-

tive core ando, 'convective envelope joined at r = .0.85 x 1010ca.

The 'star generates its energy by the p-p process. Its surface

temperature is 7500°x, somewhat hotter and bluer than the Sun.

O
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The model star shown in Figure 9 is ratherrks our earlier trial

'model in sise and meas.It is a-good, equilibrium star while the trial

model was not. The higher.centralpreesUre and temperature suggest that

the trial model ought to be modified in this-direction.

The astrophysics literaturee-contains many =smiles of stellar models

calculated fora vide range of masses and compositions. :These,:plotted on

the H-R diagram amdmass-luminosity diagram reproduce quitesatiifyingly

the distributions of real stars on these diagrams.

--The-field of stellar evolution which is a4eneralisation of the field:

of stellaretructure determination actually involves the calculation of

ybole series of models alloying a small composition change between succes-

sive models of the kind that would take place in a star converting its

internal stores of H1 into He4 and heavier elements. These successive models

involve a calculable time lapsecbetween them during which the composition,

change occurs. When the series is connected by a lifie on the H R diagram,
A

such a.line represents. an evolutionary track on the diagram alongebich a

star moves as it ages. The various:., forms such tracks take depend upon both

initial mass and composition of the star, and they form the basis for a'

discussion,of stellar evolution.

$
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PULSARS

I. History

Pulsars were first discovered in late. 1967, more or.less by accident.

A group of radios astronomers at Cmdbridge, Sngland, (Hewish
f4N

-Scottland-Collins)"-i had just put into Operation a new radio telescoPe
optimized to detect scintillations in radio sources caused'by small scale.

variations in the interplanetary gas or.."solar wind". This was part of an

important program to measure the'sizes of astronomical radio Sources and
from size measurements to determine their distances. An important feature

.

of the radio detection system of the telescope was its capability to respond
to rapid fluctuations

ilksignal strength on a millise6ond time scale. This
response' had been designed-into the systed,to pormAt it to record seintillal.:

,tions, but it also gave it'the'capability to respond to pulsar radio emis-..
.0sion.

Shortly after this new telescope Went into operation, the .Cambridge

group begah to notice occasional sporadic interference, the strongestappear-
incto come from a location in the

constellation Vulpecula. This.source was
periodic and consisted ofihort pulses of 81.5 MHz energy (the frequency to
which the telescope was tuned) repeated

precisely every 1.337 seconds. This
first pnlsar was reported the following February, 1968, in Nature and was
confirmed promptly by other groups at Jodrell Bank, Arecibo, CSIRO in Aus-fi.

tralia, and-at JPL is California. Meanwhile Ryle and Bailey(2) made- a more

precise determination of the location of this pulsing radio source using the.
Cambridge 1-mile interferometer. They found the radio source to. be located
near, enough to a faint, somewhat reddish star to suggest strongly that the
star and-radio source were one and the same.

1



Pilkington end his coworkers(a) rechecked other locations Vhererinter-
4'

ference.had been found among the scintillation measurements and quickly

found three more pulsar . Meanwhile, workers at Kitt Peak began searching

for optical pulsations, and early in May.Lynds, Marian,' and Trumbo(4) found:

what seemed to be a regular but very small variation in light from the star

belieied-to be associated with the first pulsar but these light variations

tad a period twice that of the radio pulses and a different shape.,

The search for more of these6nyeterious objects was on in earnest, and
7

to data more than 100 haNrebeen foUnd and studied. Probably the most vu1u-

able of these from thestandpoint of the help it has provided in understanding

the nature of pUlsars is, the Crab puller; NP0532.. This object was first, dis-

cOVered in the Crab Nebula in mid-1968, and.it has.the shortest pulse Period;

33 milliseconds, of any pulsar yet found. The January a group,of.

astronomers(5) in Arizona (Cooke, Disney, and Taylor) made a momentous dis

covery when.they foUnd regular pUlsations in the light -from 0central:star.
1:-.

,in the Crab Nebula:16ng,believed tobethe remnant of the supernova that pro- .

.
,

. . .

. _ . ..

duced the 'nebula in: AD 105k. This optical pulsar had-exactly, the'saMe.periodai

as the radio pulear1.033095 seconds) and was within. the region from.which.
. .

the radio'signals.caMt. Identification of the Crab.puisar With the Crab

supernova remnant was important.in two respects: it connected pulsars and.;::

supernova residueaposiii4ely, the.first time, and it allowed theorists

. to draw upon a large body.ofAnformation that had accumulated about the Crab.
.

Nebula which has been carefully studied becauie it is. the closest recent

supernova and the one thatcan be most fully resolved by ourtelescopes.

11



II. Observed Properties of Pulsars

-The hfghly unusual character of the pulsar .implied by its -rapid acid

crediblypreCise pulse period, generated enormoui-interestAmmediately f01-

loving the discovery, of the first of these objects,. As a result, most of

the world's radio telescopes were.quickly put to seirching for more pulsars

and studying those already flund. The results of this observational activity

, have led to the following picture of
pulsar characteristics.

A ,

bursts of radio energy that constitute the observed pulses contain

ra °frequency energy covering a very wide frequency band, in some casesinto

the optisal, ultraviolet and even x-ray regions of the spectrum. Each pulsar

has its individual pulse shape but only when averaged over a large number of

Pulses: There isconsiderable:variation.in shapefrol pulse to pulse from a
-r'

given pulsar. Figure 1.showe characteristic pulse,shapes'from four pulsars.
.

lbese shapes are averaged'Over a large number of indiiridual pulses in each

case.. The. shapes alio Azpend.sOmewbat
upon:the radiofrequency at which the

Observations are Made.

TIME

50 miec.--
- -

. -
TIME

Figure 1. e,,AVeiage pulse shapes of four pulsars. The., ordinate is energy fluxreceived on Earth but normalized, to the same'petii.value fOr eachpulsar.
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The most striking and significant feature of pulsar emission is the:

.regularity of the pulse. repetition rate. These periods range from 33
/,,seconds up to 4.8 seconds and the pulse period averaged over a large number

of pulses is Precise to atew parts per billion, making them among the most

pre6ise "clocks" known. Even a laboratory quality quartz' crystal oscillator

can scarcely match this precision which is in the range of atomic frequency

standards.

A second important observation on the pulse rate is that all pulsars

are slowing down at.meaSureable,rates as determined by a lengthening of the

pulse period. The:rate of skiving doWn can be used tcOleduce-a "lifetime"

for:the pulsar. The observed rate-of change ofthepulse period has been

found proportional to the period, P,,.a fact which can be expressed

dP

Ibis leas to a time dependence of::the form-p(T)
p(o) e-14C which identifiee

//ir as a lifetime, the time it takes for the pulse rateto decrease .by e-1 1M
. ,

.

this way it .has been found,that pulsar lifetimes are of the order of 104 to
107 years, rather.shorytimes by cosmic standards.

,,;Two brief excep ions to-the steady running down of the pulsar clock-have
//t N.,

Nbeen observed. Several pulsaii have abruptly exhibited a small increase in

pulse rate, and following these "glitches" they have again settled down to-

resume their ormal slowing down rates. We shall later see that this phen-1

omenon hae,revealed an intriguing feature of pulsar structure.

-Detailed analysis of individual pulse structures shows that several
. .thin& are apparently. going:on .simultaneously in &pulsar, for there are

0 --,

three distinct timvecales involved. There is first the long time scale of

the pulse' rate, namely, .033 to 4.8 seconds. Then there is aehorter time
.



.scale, on the order of milliseconds, that accounts for mucb-Of.the vari-

ability in shape from one pulse to another. Finally, the shortest observed

. 'time scale is on-the order of 100 microseconds, and this time scale sets

. an upper limit to thesiie of the region that radiateti the pulsar pulses,

- The argument goes like this: if a radiator emits periodic electro-.

magnetic wavesat a more or less definite freqUency, all parts of the

radiator that contribute to this radiation must act in phase. If this were

not the case; different parts of the body would 'radiate out of phase with

each other and would on the average cancel each 'other's radiation. Now if

all parts of a radiator
cooperate.to radiate-in phase, each.part must-some-

how receive i formation about the others, otherwise they could never iejnain

synchronize n phase. Relativity theory teaches us that no information can

be trans tted,faster than the apeed of light, c. Therefore, parts of a

radiato that are farther apart than an electromagnetic,wave can travel in

about:a'period of the radiation frequency cannot stay synchronized because

they.are effectively out of touch with each other on the time scale of the

radiation emitted. Mil means that a radiator emitting regular pulses at

intervals of 160 0 Sec must.not be larger than light can travel in 100 0 sec.

This.sets an upper limit on the size of.the radiator in a.pulsar, and.thia

.size limit iseabout'30 km Il074 sec x 3 x 105 km /sec). This does ndneces:

Sarily mean that the. entire object that constitutes the pulsar cannot be;

larger than this; the radiator might be a "spot" of this size on the surface

.-cif a larger body, and additional information is needed'before a choice can

be made between these possibilities.

'Another important observation is that the
. radiofrequenCy energy.in.the'

. ')

--epulsesA.s.polarized: Polarized radio waves have. the same general properties .

L



as polarized light, and.radio polarization is recognized by using receivinfs."

antennas that respond to polarized incident waves. Polarization-in puldar

.radiation was found to be very compleX. It depends upon freqUencY and is

highly variable, changing from pulse to'pulse and even within 603ingle.pulse.

But the significance'of
the finding that the radiation is strongly polarized

'
,

is that it very likely originates in_a region in which there is Otrong

magnetic field because we knowthat.radiation from regions pertheated by
magnetic fields'is characterized by strong polarization. This,conclUsion

. ,is supported by the observed spectral distribution of the radiation and.by
the fact that the Crab Nebula contains strong fields,

pendent observations of other features of the. Nebula.

as determined by jade

/

ThUs it seems .41.4-Ew.
,

°established that strong magnetic fields are associated with pulsata.

In order to,deduCe the amount'of energi,.radiateeby
a pulsar, its dis--

tande mustbeknown. One of the' important consequences- of fdentificaiion

of the Crab Nebula with NP0532 is that the distance of the Crab is accurate
.

_

knoina,-and this permits a good determination of the energy radiated by the
Crab Pulsar.

By,one,method'or another all the known pulsate
have been-f0i:ind to lie

within our Galaxy.
Pulsars undoubtedly exist in other galaxies4NL.Aamy-'-'

.are too weak to be observable.
The distribution. of pulears.-in tile Galaxy.

is consistent with,. their identificatiOn as supernOvateMnantd.

.also sUpports.this view. Since they are
relatively-Shortl.ivedObjects

.

.(1!107 years), there should-not-be many around to observe at any. given time;

if they-are the consequences of,dupernova explosions, their number should be
correlated with the obseried frequency of supernova occurrence, and this turns
out to be the case, allowing fora number of observational

uncertainties.



The energy loss rate from a yoUng pulsar like the Crab has-been found
to be of the order'of 1058, ergs r second. This includes radiation over

. ,

the entire electromagnetic spectrum: and is approximately 10 times greater

than the:radiation.framthe Sun. If.an object radiates at: this rate.tOr

lifetime of = 107 years, it.must lose in. hat time-atotil of 1052. ergs.
We shall use

this'figurc.later to.-seewhat pulsar-models can Contain this
much energy.

III. Basic Pulsar Models

We know only three general types of massive objects in nature that are
good timekeepers and therefore

possible,candidates for models of pulsars,
whose chief characteristic is its remarkable regularity. These classes of
Objects that are capible of relatiVely

slow.periOdic motions are vibrating:,
,

stars, binary stars,.and
rotating stars.. Let us examine each briefly in

light 'of obseived pulsar characteristics.

Certain types of'stars ere known to pulsate as a result of radial oscil-
lations of their atmospheres.

'periods do not exhibit the

theory of vibrating_bad

deli tiPof the form P

...simple expressions permit us to rule

The periods range'tfrom ays to months and the-

order of-preciSionof,pUlsat pulses. The generhl

to.a dependence of the'period.f upon the

ce Of or upon mass.of the form P a A These two

leads

out vibrating stars as pulsar models
because the second predicts the 'wrong variation of .pulse period with time.:

.

As time goes on the mass of a star must ordinarily decrease.: It loses some
mass by matter ejection in the form of a stellar wind,iand it radiates away
mass in, the; form of energy (E21 Mc7). Consequently if IM decreases, the vi-
bration period should decrease, and the pulse rate ()tight to increase rather
than Ae&rease, ai observed. This argument is not by itself concluSive,

,
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however, because stars may also accrete matter under certain circumstances

by gravitational attraction of the gaseous envelope from a close binary red

giant companion, for example. The accretion rate could' exceed the mass loss

by radiation and stellar wind"sid could lead to a pulse rate slowing as

observed. But when one calculates thedensities required to give pulse rates

of a second or less, a problem crops up. The most dense white dwarf stars

are not able to, Vibrate rapidly enough. Tn fact, unless one pos ulates rather

-unlikely complex modes of vibration, likely to be sOo damped. out; it does

not appear possible to devise a plausible vibrate wtite dwarf model with

a. period shorter than = 5-seconds. This is close. enough to the 4.8 sec.

period of the elairest-iUi;ur but is too far frOm-a-.33milliseCond'period

(Crab --tote explained away. by. uncertainties in the calculation. Only., a

Star with density in the ranie'of nuclear densities (> 1011 .gm/cm ) could

vibrate as rapidly as the:'Crab pulsar.-.

A ,second genetal groUpOf candidates for pulsar. models is the cliss of
0closely spaded binary.stars revolving about their common center-of massmuch.

like a rotating'dumbbell. Let us see what kind of binary would be required

to rotate 3p times per second. The laws of orbital motion (Kepler and Newton)

tilI-us that'the masses, periods, and sizes of the orbit of the-meMbers of "

a binary pair are related. by Kepler's 3rd law

(Mi + M2) P2 mg 4w Gai

vhere_q_is the gravitational constant and a ii the semi major axis of the'

elliptical trajectory.- If the,members of a binary are comparable in mass



1to the.Sun, then using P.m .033 seconds we find a = 2 x107
cm, about 300

the radius of-the Arthl Thus a binary model would require two approximately

solar Mass objects to revolve in orbits much smallerithan the radius of the.'
Earth. If.these condensed stars were in contact their indiVidual radii could .

not exceed 2 x.107 cm and their. densities would-be.of the order of p-= M 44.111,30 3
or about 6 x 1010 gm /cm3. Againwefind'that a stellar object with a density-.

of the order of 1011 gm cm-3 or higher is required. This is the lbwer_liMit

for the density of a ,neutron star, a body in which nearly all of the matter

1normally in-the:form of protons and electrons has been converted'into neutrons
by:the enormous pressUres and temperatures involved. The neutrons are formed.
by the, reaction + n, and the prOtons and electrons come froM.the

matter of the star, mainly hYdrOgen and helium, that has beencoMpletely ionizes
, ."We see that whatever:the defects of the vibrational or binary star models

may be, both call.for objects of densities in the neutron star range. We
':,shall soon see,thatthe rotating object model also:demands a neutron star,
so'\the decision is unanimous. But before the

we must point out

first:of these is

is what...feeds the

rotating modelie considered,-

two fatal defects of the binary:model of.a pulsar. The

Very imple. If the orbital kinetic energy 'of the .binary.

pulse energy, as the binary loses energyit mUstspeed.up,.
not slow down as observed. . This follows from-Kepler'slaw

above and the fact"
that the orbital. size,. a, must' decrease as energy is extracted from the system.
In this i-espect the binary:model'has the'same drawback as the vibrational t
model: 'both should speed up rather than slow down as time gOes on. There
is another more esoteric defect of the binary model".

General_relativitytheOry
says that two very,

massive'bodies'Orbiting close togetheras the model demands
vs, .are strong radiators of gravitational waves. These waves carry energy away



,

from the binar.ysystem,
and calculation reveals that a'33milliseco d binary

L,

would be. such a strong gravitationarwaie Source that it would lose all its

energy in a re'atiVely short
time.; far less than 107 .years.

Finally,ye turn to. the third possibility for a pulsar .model,

body with'A radiating
source somehow attached to its surface so the radiation

.sweeps around-in space like a.lighthouse beam. The pulses' would be receiVed.

.on Earth each time the beam sweeps by, and the pulse rate would give

tational period of,the object.

A simple argument can be used to set an uppei limit. on the sile-Ceisuch

a pulsar model. We require that its surfaCe gravity at least equal the centri-
: fugal, force at its equator; otherwise it would lose matter rapidly from the

'.. equator:. If the total_ mass and radius of the object are M..and R respectively,-*.

'the gravitational acceleration at the surface is simply

( 3 )

where G is the gravitational.constant (6.67 x 10-. cgs units). .Atthe equator
.. . :,

the centripetal acceleration is Rw2 where w is the angular frequenCY ce.iote.-
a

tion, Forero.mass'loss we require

Rw2 < GM
R2.

.

= 4The Mass may be written in terms of the average density as M p% Also
3

.writing.w a 2'tr /P (4) to be put into the- more form

10°
GP2 . p2'

gms/cm'

:ry
(5)

This establishes the minimum average density for the slowest pulsar at

= 107 ,gm cM-',.in the white dwarf range, and for the -Crab Pulsar. T.= 1011 ewes,'



(
well above the WD range and at the

lover. end of the neutron star.range'.Next, the
rotational energy can be estimated

from elementary
physics.The rotational

kinetic. energy of a body.Of moment of inertia I is simply`

E mil 1 1w2

2

and the power
dissipated-When w changes is given by

dE
dt s Ica

( 7. )
For the

nOmentof.inertia I MR2'we may take with
enOugh.accUrady.foran:order of magnitude calculation, M

Misandli.=1514 from
COnsiderationaabove involving light

traveltime'between.pulses on a-100.:uset time scale.This gives a total
rotational energy E x 2 x 1047 P-2 ergs. lei! m 433 sec,E -10" ergs: The measured slowing down rate. of the Crab pulsar is4 x 107"

periods/Veriod or 1:3-X 10-5
seconds per year.. At thisrate itslifetime should be 4 x 104

yeara,.and if,its rotation, supplies all the energyof the nebula (=,3 x.102° ergs/sec), the stored energy ought to be proxi--imately 4 x 1050 ergs in this
particular.pulsar. TYiis agrees well !lough,with the,

estimatedrotational energy of.the Objectto euggeststro that .
a,dense compact,.rotating body is indeed a suitable model for a pulsar., ,

.

.
. .

Such a model also slows down with time as it
losearotational energy in agree-.--cent with

observation. It does not
radiate,gravitational waves,lso this'energy

loss.mechanism-does not.operate
to.reduce-the lifetime as in the binarystar caae...

If a rotating
neutroU.star'is to b cceptable asa pulsar model,.veunit beable'to account for its rapid

rotation which must be equal to thepulse -rate,or
differing from it-:by a small integer

factor (i.e., maybe there
el



are two or four pulses per revolution
instead of. just one). If.the neutron.

star conserves angular momentum' during its formative collapse4Ats rotation
rate can be accounted for. Consider a, star like the Sun with -11 7 x 100. cm
androtational period ts 21 days (ft -2 x 106 sec ). If such a-body were to
Contract to R = 10 km 166 lconserving angUlarMomentum (cc -Mem). its-ro7
tationil period would decrease by a factOi (R1 /R2)2, i.e., by(Tx XOT
5.x.105 in this example. The final periodifould then be 0.5 millisecond,
more than short enough fora "new pulsar. If one takes into account the ,

uncertainties in this crude
calculation, the agreement with. observation is

satisfactory.

It was-mentioned earlier that in allow pulsars there have been abrupt
-changes in period,leading.to

the conclusion that the pulsar speeds_up suddenlyO

and then soon, settles down to its former rate of slowing down. These speed.
ups or glitches are quite small, but easily measurable.. What.can,cause a
rotating object to speed up if.no external torqUeis applied? The answer
is simple; its radius decreases causing adecrease injis moment.of
I; as a.conseqUence, the rotational frequency40 goes up and the period de-
.creases. The mystery about why the neutron star shOuldauddenly

decreaise
its radius by about 1 cm, the amount needed to produce the observed speed-up,
was solved by Ruderman(b)

vho showed:that the surface layer of a neutron star
was probably.aOlid and in fact, crystalline. Stresses in this crust from
centrifUgal add Coriolis forces occasionally cause it to Crack or to recry-.
stallize,producing a "starquake ". The resulting rearrangement of the stellar
surface feeds to a temporary loWering of the moment of inertia and a slight
increase in therate'ofrOtation.

This glitch only lasts-a few weeks until
the star can resume its forMer Structure. The crystalline nature ot a. neutron
star surface is a new feature of these stars revealed by a study'aimed at
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explaining-the peculiervsUdden speed-up of toMe pulsars.

If we accept the fact,iiplied by the similarities between pulsars of

widely different behavior,that all pulsars are'eimilar objects and that the
,.

long period ones are simply older and have. slowed down more, welnust conclude
,

that- initially they form as neutron stare with densities ). 1011 gm cm-1 and

with.radii4 10 km rotating at :periods as short.,as '.020 sec, .the extrapolated.

period of the Crab pulsar "at its formation. Moreover, these neutron stare

must possess enormously sirongmagnetic fields, of the ordet of 1010 gauss

or more at the poles. This estimate follows from the reasonable assumption

that mageetic flux is conserved as the,star collapses in the supernova event

that forms the neutron star. A star toilapsing from the size of the,Sun,

(Re, 7 x 1010 cm) to theSize of a neutron star (R m106 cm) undergoes a thange

of radius:by efector '7 x 10 and a change of dross section area equal to

the square of this factor,,or=.5 x If the eter.hadan initial polar

field of. the order of \only 2 gauss,,the.neUtron star field Would increase to

= 1010 gauss. Many stars have. much stronger. initial fields, and if they are

appreciably Mcme massive than the Sun,'as theory eayi they must be to becoMe

supernovae, then the final field may well exceed 1012 gauli: The presence

of a Sirongfield.has several consequences Of importance for the pulsar. It

provides. for polarization ofthe.puisar radiation in agreement:with

It also provides a possible connection between the,neUtron etat.sur-

face and a regioiiome distance away from which the observed radiation may,

. .,
actually be emitted as required in some theories of. pulsar.emissiot. The

.e

field may also provide a sweeping beaM or'sheet'of radiation to :explain the
, I. .

' reception Of precisely.timed pulses, -,'T
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IV.' Pulsar *Weal= Mechanisms

When,ve get down to details of possible mechanisms that might.produce

a'beam or sheet of electromagnetic
energy rotating with the star, it is no

longer so simple to single out one of & number of competing theories. ,We

shall'have to be content.to outline the basic. requirements. of a satisfactory

theory and then to examine. three different. types of theories,briefly poiAting
out the advantages'and

'weaknesses of each. It should be said: at the outset
that no fully satisfactory theory ofqmlsar electrodynamics has yet been

developed, and. it is not even certain that any of the three to be discussed

here will prove in the long run to.be correct, though each seems dapable.Of

explainingsome pulsar ;features..

The ?energy flux emitted by a pulsar can be celcuitted in a straightfor
ward fashion, and it gives an important clue to the kind of radiation mechanist
to be sought, If a pulsar like the Crab emits on the-orderof 1066 ergs/sec

from an object 'or radius --t10 kmithe flux emitted will beSt.least 1026 ergs
cm-2-sec-1, and probably more like 1026 erg clm4 sec-' since the Pulsar doesn't

.radiate uniformly over its whole surface,.; A.blaciibody
radiating this flux

;cluld- have to have a: temperature
:=12.x102.°K.tsince Flux m'a T4), This looks

possible until one notes that-the shape of-the spectrum is definitely not-
that of a black body/at 107.°K. Itont considers the total energy in the
. radio spectrun0= 6'x 103° ei.gs/epc for:the'Crab pulsar) and calculates. the

black body temperature required to produce this flux at radio frequencies,
i

the' resulting temperature is enormous, about 1026 PK. Only a cohereht.radia-,

.

tion.source cant possibly produce such radio fluxes. ThUs.one must seek'a
I

.
.

. .

mechanism that Will producecoherent ostiilationa'like those of a tuned gal°

transmitter or a laser or maser. This coherence:requirement puts a strong -

14



restriction on possible radiation mechanisms, but there appear to be at

least two ways to satisfy this' requirement, both of which depend upon the

presence of a strong magnetic field.

One of these mechanisms is synchrotron radintionthat results when rela-,
-

.

.tiviatic electrons are injected'into a strong'magnetic The.electrons..

follov'helical -paths about themagnetic lines of force and radiate at the.

frequency with.vhich they spiral aboUi the field lines. This is classical
A . 4

radlation.in the sense that classical electromagnetic theory requireian

accelerated charge to radiate. , Naturally, the revolving charge sOffers..

centripetal acceleration in its helical. motion'about a fieldline and radiates.

accordingly. The radiation Is moderately coherent at the circular frequency

of the electron. The latter slows down as the electron radiates away energy,

leading to emission of a broad band of frequencies with the highest frequencies

in the spectrum being proportional to the magnetic field strength. A field

of legiuss will produce frequencies up into the far infrared while fields.
o

of 10" gauss Will give frequencies into the.hard x-ray range (A m 1 A).

Synchrotron' radiation is. polarized in the plane in which the electrons spiral,

and relativistic effects CauseJt to be. emitted anisotropiCally in a narrow-

angle disk about the orbital plane. These.features are shown in Figure 2 below.

(See next page)
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(a.)

HFigure 2. Aa) Helical motion of an electrOn.in a magnetic
(b)'..Byhchrotron radiation, of. an orbiting electron.
(c) Spectral distribution of synchrotron radiation. ye.iethe:.

cyclotron freqUency, the orbiting frequency-of:the electron-
., about the field lines..,

.

The. other type of coherent radiation to be considered involves a maser

or laser type of emission but of a most unusual kind. (
.7 4

8)
Consider the

radius of the circular or,helical.motion of an. electron in E magnetic'field.

This radius ialnyeriely proportional:to the field strength, and if the field .;;'

gets strong enough, the'orbit radius canahrink'to:atomic size. When this

happens, 'che orbit must obey quantum conditions juit as-it dots in an atom.
.

.

Once thii-quantum regime is 'reached, the,electrOnno.longer behaves

cally, and in, particular it no longer radiates synchrotrou.rsdiation. Now,

ahin the hydrogen atom, radiation can-be emitted only wheh an electron juiPs

from one energy level to 'another. The levels can be calculated, as in the

hydrogen itom by requiring°that a stable orbitvhave a circumference that is

an inteiralcnumber,of deBroglie wavelengths of the electron. retailed analysis



along these lines shows that the energy gap between neighboring Orbital.states

of an electron is 116 H/H KeV where 'H is 4.4 x 10" gauss; the value of field.

r

at yhich the magnetic energy Of the orbiting eleCtron equals its rest energy

(0.51 MeV). 'At. low fields <4 the energy levels of.the electron in the field
,

are virtually continuous since they are very closely spaced. But,.at high

enough fields., Ku the-levels are` widely Spaced, and the Spicing may be

NJ -'

. large ...compared vithkT. In this case, the. excited levels' are only spirsely:

hithermally titited,electrons. The system-in much:like an atoa at

lOw temperatures. If there is an efficient non- thermal" means of populating'

the excited states :of this then the .possibility for laser action exists,

and this .inegnetc.-1aser!CCari.in.principle produce a strong, toherent:beamof

-radiation as required...4 The necessary population inversion to cause. laser

. .

action is postulated to be caused.by electron collisions among energetic elec-

trons accelerated by±electrodynamic processes in the surface regions of the
o .

neutron star where,thereAS a thin layer.of "normal", non - degenerate matter.

Ons.such acceleration mechanism Will be discussed below.

The rather exotic magnetic laser mechanism deScribed above.. meets the

.requirements of ,pulsar emission in respect to brightness temperature, coher-

ence, and anisotropy (beaming). .T4e magnetC field also provides polarisation.

Electromagnetic radiation from such a laser is able to escape along the field
_ .

,

lines,- so it beemA out from the magnetic poles. ,It the magnetic poles of

the neutron star are not aligned vith.the axis of rotation, the radiation

beam from the-pOles will preep.around in space like thebeam from a lighthouSe

to give the characteristic pulse of the pulsar as.seenby a distant observer.:

The figure below makes this clear. also shows .a case in which there ire

1 two pulses per 1-el/caution of the s ar (Figure 2b).

17
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(a.)
( b.)

Figure.2. "Lighthoude" model:gf pulsar with (a) 1 pulse per.revolution.and') (b) 2 a ses_per_revolution received on Earth.

ions pulsars do infect g "interpulies" Which are weaker pulsate between

thelosin pulses. These be a manifestation. of Figure 2b.

-L2-One-of-the earliest theo ee of pulsar radiation MAS advanced bfy Gold(.).

. .

who proposed that theicagnetic field 1 n otate with the star as in Figure
g above. Charged particles from the surface of the star are tied-to the
field lines, i.e., they rotate tightly about theme As these particles move
away from the star'along a given field line theyoare accelerated since the

tangential velocity of a field lineincreases with distance from theekisoof
.rotationeccording.to the familiar relation vt:= rw. (.See Figure3 below);
At a eufficient distance this tangential velocity apprOachetthe speed
light and when this happens the particle radiates most of its accumulated

kineticuenergy. as
electromagnetic.radiation. The entire prOcese.is a bit

,

like thegaie of "crack-the 7Whip" when theelectron swings around fist
..enoUgh it letsgo in a burst of electromagnetic

radiation. The speed of
light is attained on a cylinder of radiuerc = which'is about 1',700

km for the Crab pulsar..
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Figure 3. Gold's Model

The radiation at the speed of light cylinder will be somewhat beamed, as

shown, by reL tivistic effects; The "beam" will actually be a continuous

disk of radiation in all directions from the equator of the cylinder

as the'situation is sketched in Figure 3. This would not produce pulses at

a distant receiver. To do that,,it must be postulated that'electrone are

emitted mainly either from localized "hot spots" on the surface of the neutron?

star, or from its polar region!. These then foll:o4rtheaodal field lines out
.

to,the speed of light cylinder where they radiate from a localized region

On the cylinder. This region` gives in turn a localiied beamoof radiation

vtich races around, the cylinder once each turn of the star. In. this way .the

model can give pulses. The existence of a fairly strong field at the cylinder,

( &105 gauss) provides 'polarization of the radiation. The polarization,'

frequency distribution, beam width, etc., are-all characteristic of synchrotron

radiation as would be expected since the'electrons are being spun about in

a giant circlet by the, evolving field lines and the electron orbits are

to those in a synchrotron.



One difficulty with the Gold model which is common to all models that
r:-

propose a source.of-rSdiatiOn located Some distance away from the .neutron

star surface is that it is hard to see haw the relation between source lo-

cation and star surface can be maintained eo accurately over a long period
.

of time as to give the observed Pulse:rate precision. Any driftbeiween the

surface and the distant radiating region'Would spoil the precise repetition: 4

rate' of the pulses.

Gold's model calls 'for'relativistic electrons 3 MeV) to belielivered"

to the speed of light.cylinder: Thii requires considerable acceleration of

the electrons between the neutron star. surface and the lightspeed.cylinder.

Two mechanisms.that haye'been proposed.to accomplish this eiS'oelerationwill

be described next.

Goldreich and JUliati(.10). suggested that the fnmiliarlsechaniam of uni-..

.polarinduation will operate to accelerate. electrons. This can beat be de-
.

.

scribed in terms of the elementary laboratory demonstratiob of the Faraday:

disk dynamo. CoSsider a conducting disk rotating in a magnetic field as

shown in Figure 4 iielow with slip rings on the axis and the edge of-the disk

to make electrical connections.

A
.

Figure 4,' Simple UnipOlar Generator
- -



An electron of the rotating disiCis carried across A4gnetic field linei

With velocity v = rd and experiencei
a-radial force F. = evB erBw.

This force is equivalent tole radial potential gradient -e,elY

K.

dV Bw dr

0

, or

where V is the total voltage
developed across the disk of.radius R.

The important feaure of this device for the pulsar application is that
.

if electrons in the ionised.gaseous plasma surrounding the,rotating.neutron-
-0-

,

*bar are not rigidly attached to the rotating magneticfield
initially, then

the field lines 60.pass ebY the electrons with some relative velocity and

thereby induce an electric v x B, that can accelerate the electrons..

Detailed'consideration of a dipole field shows that this mechanism is capable
. of acceleriting,electrons andA.Ons away from the surfaCe of a neutron star
! to energies wellJOpintO theCosmic ray range, far more than enough for the

Gold model. The electric'field-generated in this manner is strong enough

to separAie the electrons And-iOns in the plasma near the etar,_and the charged'

particles move out along magnetic field lines as the diagram below,shows.

Figure. 5 Sthematic.diagram ofGoldreich-Julian model showing the corotating
magnetosphere andstellar wind zone. :The star is at the.?-ower left.

21
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The. corotating magnetosphere is made up of chargedparticles attached to.
closed magnetic field.lines, The field lines that cross the speed of. light

..cylinder areopen at the
surface.of.the cylinder (they close farther out)

and particles that 'radiate at the lightspeed sUrface follow these open field
lines. The electrons and protons tollow,different setsof-linee AZ' a con--
sequence of their difference in mass.

It can be:seen
from Figure 5 that there is. a'region.on the light Cylinder:,

:(vhere7the particles intersect it) that comprises a source of radiation
which;;:

.sweeps around.vith the magnetic. pole as the star rotates.
Thi&providesthe '';'

.

,

.

.

.
.

.

.

. .

.required,searchlight. effect to produce observed
pulses,.and-the radiation,

.
. .

is' of'the
synchrotron:type St or near the light cylinder. as inGolds model.
,

...

The Goldreich-Julian theory is an improvement however, beCause it shows,: that

C

a plasma, and magnetosphere must exist near-the surface of a neutron star in-
stead of &vacuum, and the theory. furnishes aomethod by which particlea from
this-plasMa-may be accelerated away from the,star to the lightspeed

cylinder.
A different

acceleration mechanism
was propbsed by.dunn and.Ostrfter(1)

who pointed out that a rotating magnetic dipole would be a source of, low fre--
quency radiation that could accelerate electrons

to,high!energies. A rotating
magnetic dipole will generate in its vicinity a time-varying magnetic field.,
In itself sucks, 'held can accelerate electrons by the -same. method used in a
betatron. Basic electromagnetic

theory'shois that g varying magnetic field
Tgenetatea.an electric field E'cc dB/dt, and the field accelerates the particles.
At distances .beyond the lightspeed cylinder

this-time.varying field becomes
an electromagnetic wave for relativistic

reasons. ,One ilight:make
the simplified

argument:that:the field lines which carry energy.cannot move 'faster than:the
speed ofelikht and when they reach that velocity 'they no longer co-rotate-but
move &Vay,at'the speed of light

as)electromagnetic Vexes'.



Classically the'rbtating dipoleirediatea it the rate

ergs /sec.
12C3

where Ba is the field strength at the pole of
.

and w,is the rotational frequency. Taking B

1:

the stir, R in'the star radius

A 'a 10 gauss; Wm 10 km, awl!.
w * 188 corresponding

to a period of .033 sec, thetotal Power radiated is

3 x-10s! ergs /sec,
approximately. thetOtal.power onput of\the Crab pulsar.

Thus the rotating' dipole modellecapable of the required energyoutPut.

.ChargedParticlewe-,:acceleratedto the.Wave velocity near the st'ar's sur-
face and then

up additional energy from the wave. in the Process: The "wive riding" mechanism

is similar to

of surfing on an ocean. wave.

Thera is a problem which plagues theories that postulate acceleration
of particles near the

radiatim takes place.

ride.the electromagnetic wave out to. the. cylinder picking:,
. , .

that in:alinear iccelerator.and is the eleetrOiagnetic Analog' '

star followed by transport to the light cylinder:before

Classically, synchrotron radiation will tele_ place
the acceleration region, and a calculatioh shows this process,,converts the
energy gained by an electron into radiationso efficiently that the electron.

Will not be. able to. roach.relativistic:speeds.needed to. reach. cylinder
by either ,a the mechanisms outlined above.' At first glance thisliey seag
to be of no importance:

instead 'of waiting until it. reaches the light cylinder,
an electron timply radiates

prematurely, and tht net conversion of -rotational'
energy into radiation is pretty much the same. However, in a dense emitting

=

medium self iThivrption (i.e., reabsqrption of emitted photons) takes place
before t.:::Le -act.stiOn can escape from,the medium, and the resultant flux%cannot

thatvtif a blackbody at the temperatureoffihemedium
tbout-\one Oho

23
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mean,fiaajpath down into themediuM from its "surface". Since the plaama,
../.- ...,,1i: surrounding a neutron star cannot exceed a temperature of the order of 10'01(:,

' Ir 1 j
p . ,... .

U -.the escaping synchrotron radiation flux cannot eiceed.theblackbodY flux from
t

a-soUrce at that`, temperature. But the measurud,radiofrequentY flux from a

\\ pulsar has. a brightness temperature at.least 102"K as.pointe4out earlier,
I l'. ...

n hence the discrepiney introduced by-self- absorption.

', - One way out of the self-absorption dilemma is offered by the magnetic
I .1 -.):

I laser mechanism'of Chin, Cana°, and Occhioneto, mentioned earlier. Two
...

\ Afactots act to eliminate the problet in this theory.: When there is a pdpu-.

Aation'inversion with the upper energy levels:of the system heavily. populated,
\\

,

. te
1
system is no longer, in thermodynamic equilibrium and the blackbody limit,
,

Y
od\ radiated flux no applies. It is well known that the' brtghtneas. \ '

.
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-temperature of laser emission is extremely high, or to put it another way,
i

by eMitting its radiation coherently a:lauer is able to exceed by many orders

\;

ofmagaitude the radiation output from a black body opetatingat the,temPeraturi

of the lasing medium. ,The other factor mitigating the synchrotron self-absorp!.
.

tiOn problem is,thai_at the high fields under consideration the-electrOwOrbiti

about the field lines are quantized as mentioned earlier, and,they'do not
. .

radiate.synChtairon radiation while ia'one of these, quantized states. More-

over, if the field. is high enough, the magnetic quantum states are far apart'

in enetgyland only synchrotron radiation of very short 'wavelengths. ould be,

\ absorbed by such a quantized system. The longer wavelength radiation, it

present, would travel out of the Magnetosphere without absorption.

Only a few of many theoretical proposals. for a mechanism of-pulsar radia-
1 A .r

tion have been discussed and these only very briefly. The subject is both

complex and difficult, and to date no

ti

-,

fully satisfactory theory has



hum from its "surface ". Since the plasma

exceed a temperature of the order of 1016Kt:

Lon flux cannot eXceed.the. blackbcdy flux from.

3ut the measuretrad*oftequenCY flux from a

;Ure it.least 102"K as'pointed out earlier,

by self- absorption.

sorption dilemma is offered by the'Magnetie

, and Occhioneto, mentioned earlier.: Two

)b1et in this theory.: When there is a pdpu-.

energy levels:of the system haevily:poPuleted,

todynaMic equilibrium and, the blackbody lioAt.
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ill. It is well known that.the.brEghtneis

extremely. high, or to puts it another way,

mtly a lacer is able to exceed by many orders
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.

fields under consideration the - electron orbiti

zed as mentioned earlier, and.they'do not
4

,ile in` one of these, quantized states. Mo
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h, the magnetic quantum states are far apart'

adistion of very short wavelengths ,could be,

tem. The longer wavelength radiation, ito-

iagnetosphire without absorption.

cal proposals. for a mechanism of pulsar radio-

s.) only yery briefly. The subject is both

to no fully satisfactory theory has emerged.



Those outlined above have various featuris.in.a essfUl taleibry, but

each has its weak points as Well J c They serve to illustr 'e in som_degree.:

the wide variety of-phOnoMewthat must be considered in. al with the,,,

phenomena and pOint out-several directions one might expeq,a successful

theory eventually'to take.
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